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LIMITS IN CATEGORIC AND LIMIT -PRESERVING FUNCTORS 
Vira TRNKOlA, Praha 
It need not be emphasized, that the existence of direct 
and inverse limits is one of the most important properties 
of a category. Of course not all categories have this pro-
perty. But sometimes it suffices that a category be embedded-
able into a category with limits (or with sums or kernels 
or biproducts etc.) if the embedding functor has convenient 
properties (full, exact etc.). 
A number of various embedding-theorems is well-known, 
[5J, usually for categories satisfying some further proper-
ties, most often for additive and abelian categories. For 
general categories the possibility of full embedding into a 
f 
category with*sums has been proved [3J, and also into a ca-
tegory with inverse limits,[10]; for small categories x the 
possibility of full embedding into a category with finite 
sums and finite products has also been proved,[3J. In gene-
ral, the embedding functor does not preserve the limits al-
ready existing in the original category. 
x) In [3jit is not expressly stated that the categories con* 
sidered are small; the proof proceeds by induction, which 
cannot be carried out for "large* categories within the fra-
mework of the Bernays-Godel axioms which are used for the 
present paper. - 1 -
In the present paper full embedding© of a given category 
into a category with limits are studied. However, we also re-
quire that the embedding functor preserve some or all the 
x) limit0 already present. Embedding theorems are usually 
proved by deecribing or.constructing the whole category at 
one etep. The baolc idea of the present construction© con* 
siste in adding limits one by one* 
The present paper is divided into three parts. The first 
containa eome auxiliary lemmas used for the proof of the 
main lemmaa 1.8 and 1.9. Lemma 1.8 states that, roughly 
speaking | to a given small category one object can be ad-
joined in such a manner that it is a direct limit of a gi-
ven diagram, and that all direct and inverse limits origi-
nally present are preserved* Lemma I.9 also considers the 
possibility of extending the given functor. The auxiliary 
lemmaa of this first part also contain some of constructive 
character which do not expressly mention limits, and might 
possibly even have further applications. In particular, 
Lemma 1.2 la of this type; it states that to an arbitrary 
given category one may "add a morphiam" such that its com-
position with some morphisms is prescribed and with the 
others it le "free". In the second part of the present pa-
per there are proved some embedding-theorem* for small ca-
tegories 9 obtained by aultable iteration of Lemmaa 1.8 and 
x) While this paper was being referred, the author obtained 
a preprint of J+1U labell'0 paper Structure of categories I 
which is connected with the problems studied hare. 
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1*9 (and of their duals), .for example, by means of Lemma 1.8 
we obtain that every small category may be fully embedded in-
to a complete category such that the embedding-functor preser-
ves all already existing direct and inverse limits (Theorem 
II.7.B). By means of Lemma 1.9 we obtain the following Theo-
rem II. 5: 
Let 4 be a small category,*'let drd1 ^i be seta of diagrams 
in A f let V^ , V^ be classes of diagram schema* Then 
there exists a ( \fa 9 Vj, ) -complete category K" and a full 
embedding t ; A r-> K which is (^ , tr^ ) -preserving; 
furthermore, for every ( Vak. * V+ ^ -complete category K ' 
said every ( G& - <t>̂  ) -preserving functor $ ; A —> K' the-
re exists a (KVoL - Kv+ ) -preserving functor ¥ : K ~» K* 
unique up to natural equivalence suoh that I f = ^ 
Analogous problems are considered for categories with a sys-
tem of noil morphisms* For example It is proved that every 
small category A with a system of null morphisms may be 
fully and "exactly" embedded (i.e. the embedding preserves 
kernels and cokernels already existing In Je, ) into a small 
category K with kernels and cokernels such that every "ex-
act" functor from A to a category with kernels and coker-
nels may he extended on K (cf.II.8). In the third part of 
the present paper the embedding of arbitrary categories Is 
considered. In general it is not possible to embed fully a 
"large" category into a category with finite sums preserving 
all finite sums already existing (of* example III.l)* But 
this is "almost possible"; tw almost-categoriee (obtained 
by omitting the axiom that all morphisme from one object to 
another form a. set) stated above Theorem II. 5 is consistent 
with the axioms of set-theory (if there exists a strongly in-
accessible cardinal number)even if 6̂-/ and &± are c l a s -
s e s of diagrams (cf.III.2)# Finally, (cf.III.3-7) there is 
exhibited a construction which, for every class V of dia-
gram schpma and for an arbitrary category -& , describes a 
full embedding L : Jk, —* K such that Je, is V -complete 
in K (i.e. every Y$ L , where ^f is a V -diagram in A ; 
has a direct limit in K ) and every functor <jf> ; A , —> K' 
into a V -complete category may be extended to K . If 
V is the class of all small discrete categories- then K 
is the category constructed in [3J. If k> is the claas of 
all diagram 8Chema, then K ia the category dual to that 
constructed in [10]. 
The present paper is written within the Bernays-Godel 
set-theory; thus, we distinguish sets and classes. The 
axioms are described in [6]. Although the present paper is 
not written formally (in some details even not quite preci-
sely), these axioms are consistently respected. The axiom 
of choice is assumed. The existence of a *tr»on£-v inaccessible <»-*-
dinal number (i.e. a regular uncountable cardinal H such 
that oc«-:v-S=*2.oC'--cK )is not assumed, unles3 expre3sly 
stated (only in HI • 2- )• The results presented may also 
be carried over into some other set-theorie3. 
The definitions of the basic notions (category, objects 
and morphisms, full subcategory, category with a system of 
null morphisms, skeleton, functor and so on) are taken over 
from [8]. Also the notation qf [8] is used; if K is a ca-
tegory, then H ^ (a, fr ) denotes the set of all morphiams 
of K from an object a to an object Jr # If 
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die HK (cUjAr) 7 fi e HK (&-7 e ) , then the composition of oc 
and fl is denoted by at . fi .In agreement with this con-
vention, the value of a map (e.g. a functor) cp at an x 
will be denoted by6c)c^ instead of the more usual cf (J< ) . 
This also applies to the order in writing the composition of 
mappings. By an embedding is meant an iso-functor into. If 
K is a category, then K^ denotes the class of all its 
objects, KdVri the class of all its morphisms. If a, e K^ -, 
denote by -e^ the identity-morphism of a, . If K*7" is a » 
set, then K is called small and the power of K is meant 
the power of K'"1' . Let ̂ j ̂  ^ categories, J small, 
let 7: J—> K be a functor* We shall term 7 a diagram 
in K , and J is called a diagram schema; put avtdL (F =* 
-s Cjoxd, J""* . If J is a quasi-ordered set, then it may be 
considered as a category. In such a case 7 will be called 
a presheaf; and if furthermore a>, Jlr e J*7 H7 (<V7 &-) m {<&} ? 
Hr 
then (cz ) 7 will also be denoted by f^ , It J is a 
category such that J"1 contains only identities, then it 
is called a discrete category and 7 is also called a col-
lection (in K ). We recall the well-known definitions,[4J, 
[5]',[7],[9J. 
Definitions; .Let 7 : J -* K be a diagram In K . A 
couple < > ; { % ; A, e J^} > will be called a direct 
(or inverse) bound of 7 (in K ) if { ifc > i e J0"} is 
a natural transformation of f into the constant functor 
X t J ~r K (or of JC in 7 respectively) such that 
(Jor)%*{Jlr\ f i.e. if ^ e K*, n * HK (U)7> Jr) 
(or % e HK(^7a) 7 ) ) and if i , i ' « 3* > 
9tHy(i,i') then ft * (&)7-n>,t°* % .(6)?- f4n 
- 5 • 
respectively)* A direct bound (or inverse bound) < a. -7 
{yi j -t e J" I > of T will be caUed a direct (or in-
verse) limit of T and denoted by &m,K T (or i-̂ n̂  & ) 
if it has the following property: if <Jry {y%-, i e J7*} ) 
is an arbitrary direct (or inverse) bound of T then there 
exists exactly one f € HK (a,, fr) (or f e H K (fr, a, ) ) such 
that V£ * J a Y% lot +. v% - tfr , respectively) for all 
i € J* . Then i is called the canonical morphlsm of the 
direct (or inverse) bound O ; {yr^ ; i e J**} > f a is 
denoted by I itw^ £" I (or I um^K T I , respectively)* 
Let now T: 7 -• K be a diagram in K , let < a ; 
{i/{ j i € J**} ) be its direct (or inverse) limit, let 
$ ; K ~> H be a functor* We shall say that $ preserves 
the direct (or inverse) limit of T if <(&)$; 
{(v%)$ -> i e J**i > is a direct (or inverse, res-
pectively) limit of T$ . The direct (or inverse) limit 
of a collection is also called its sum (or product, respec-
tively). 
Conventions: Let 6 be a class of diagrams in a category K} 
$: K-* H a functor; the class of all *$$ , where 
$f e 4r ; is denoted by tff $ . Let V be a class of 
diagram schema; evory diagram whose schema belongs to V 
will be called a V -diagram. Lot V^ , V^ be classes at 
diagram schema; %*erj category K in which every ^ -dia-
gram (or Vc -diagram) has a direct (or art inveist-) limit 
— y *— 
will be called V^ -complete (or V+ -complete, reapec-
.—.> ~ 
tively); every category K which Is both V, -complete 
< - — - - - ^ «. €L 
and Vj -complete will be called ( \r̂  1 Vj ) -complete or 
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( l£ ? l/JJ-complete, ket K be a category, let &}£ f G^ 
be classes of diagrams in K , let $ ; K r-» H be a func-
tor? we shall say that <$ is <&•<£ -preserving Cor <Ĝ  -pre-
serving) if it preserves direct limits (or inverse limits) 
of all diagrams of <*-& (or <Gv , respectively);, if <£ 
is C^ -preserving and (x^ -preserving, we shall say 
that it is (&%, &{) -preserving or ( C% ? <£^)-preser-
ving* If K is a category, V is a class of diagram sche-
ma, denote by K the class of all V -diagrams in K . 
The class of all diagram schema will always be denoted by 
Z. • A (1[, Z )-complete category is called complete* 
If a direct bound <Jr; {eft ; i € J*} > ±9 denoted by 
a-single letter <m , then <C£r)$y{C<%)$ ) i ' e j ^ / ) is 
often denoted by C'M>)$ • 
If K, H are categories with system of null morphisms, 
then every functor § . K -* H such that Cat) $ is a null 
morphism of H whenever oc is a null morphism of K will 
be called a null functor. If L is a »*t, denote 
I* Auxiliary lemmas* 
The aim of this section is the proof of lemmas 1*8 and 1*9 
which will be useful in obtaining embedding theorems for 
small categories (given in II.). 
!••!• hSMOSL1 2-iet £ be a category, let R be a. rela-
tion on AT such that oc R fi^ implies <*,, ft[e HzC<z,&) 
for some Cb? Jlr e JL
r . Then there exists a category A and 
a functor trr - £ —» <A such that 
1) JLr'» ^ ^ ^ ifl -Wantical on .i^ ; if <?t R /3 , then 
- 7 -
(oc)tr «• ((i)fr; 
2) i f $ ; Z ~> K i s a functor such tha t (<*)$ = (fl)§ 
whenever oc R /3 , then there e x i s t s exactly one functor 
V:Jh,~+K suoh tha t $ - «*r. V . 
Proof: Let S be the smallest equivalence on JS"1 such tha t 
, R u Z L m c S And <*. . /SS*/ . / 3 ' whenever <x S <x ' , /I S/3' 
and e i t h e r ec . /3 or oc'. /i' i s defined. Let A be the 
category such tha t lrm JkT, hA(ci?Zr) - H, f a , ^ ) / 5 ; 
the de f in i t i on of the composition in A i s evident , rrr i s 
the functor i den t i c a l on Z** and factor-mapping from J,'™' 
onto the decomposition Z/rru/S . Evidently A and TT have 
the required p r o p e r t i e s . 
Note 1 : Let £ be a categoi*y, l e t a, e Z°*9 l e t A be the 
f u l l subcategory of Z. such tha t A*"« £**- ia,} . Let R 
be a r e l a t i o n on ^' t rv such tha t i f <*, R (i } then ot;/3e 
e Wj^Cc, a,) for some c e ^ and cc .p ~ fl. p for eve-
ry jt> e Hg (a,, d ) whenever cL e Z0" , cL 4* a, . Then the -
re e x i s t s a category A sa t i s fy ing conditions l ) 2) from 
lemma 1.1 and a l so the following 3 ) : A i s a f u l l subcatego-
r y of A , H ^ to, e ) = H^ (cu7 c ) for every c e. £
<r-
- {CL } and JT i s i den t i ca l on A and on a l l H^ (a-y C ) , 
C 4* O. . I n such a case we sha l l usual ly write A « V ^ , 
JT a V/j • (The category constructed in the proof of lem-
ma 1.1 does not s a t i s f y 3 ) , but some Isomorphic category 
does*) 
*" *s» 
Nota 2 : Evidently, if £> has a system of null morphisxas 
-» 
than A also does, and ̂  is a null functor* 
1.2. Lejgma_£: Let £ be a category, a,, fr e Z°^. For 
every c + a and pe H^ (<Z>, C ) let there be given a morpb-
ism p e H^ (&, C ) such that: 
a) i f c.del^c^cu^d, pe Hz (a,, c), p'e Hz (c,d) , 
then ^p . p' = ^(<p . p') 5 
b) i f c 4- a. 4- <i, o ^ 6 H i r a , c ) ; /3€ fy f c , a j , f e H / V l 
d e Hz(d,a) , oC . /3 - 9T- <T , then ^ o c ./? = ^T'^' • 
Then there ex is ts a category A such that 
1) ^ i s a subcategory of A (denote by t ; .£ —> A the i n - * 
elusion functor) j 1°* = AT; i f c,de £*, d 4* a-} then 
Hj^(c,d) -= H^Cc, r i , ) ; there ex is ts a ^ e fy(i% ^ ' 
such that ^ . p -=• ^ p for a l l jD e H^ (a,, d) f U $ a* • 
2) If $:.-£—> K i s a functor and i f there ex i s t s a 
{ti'e HK ((&>)§, (a,)§ ) such that pf . (p)§ « r^p ) $ 
whenever tz> £ Ĥ  fo, <aO, ri, 4. #, ; then there ex i s t s 
exactly one functor ¥: A ~> K with (U* * f/o.) V / 
$ - L V . 
3) If H i s an in f in i te regular cardinal with tajuLl'*& K , 
then catuL&T1' ^ K . Moreover, i f K i s uncountable 
and j } Ĥ  f c , d ) < K for a l l c, d e I* f then 
ca*^ Hj^(c9d)< K for a l l c,dL e A,*. 
Lejmj&JB: Let ^ be a category with a system of null 
morphisms, l e t a,, Jlr e Z*'. For every c -.-* a. and /© e 
e ^ Ccu 7 c ) l e t there be given a morphism „p e H^ (Jr, c ) 
suck that the statements a) b) from lemma A are sat isf ied* 
Then there ex is ts a category A with a system of null 
morphisms such that £ i s a subcategory of A f the inc lu-
sion-functor t ; £ —> A i s a null functor, conditions 
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l) and 3) from lemma A are satisfied, *,nd 
2') if §; JL —* K is a null functor and if there exists 
(U,'e HK ((&>)$, Ca>)§ ) such that fj. (f> )$ =• 
*((JP' § whenever ^oe H^ fo; ̂  ) ; d 4* CL , then 
there exists exactly one null functor V : A -» K with 
ru'« c>)*T , # - t V . 
The proofs rather lengthy and not particularly interesting, 
are given in the Appendix. 
I»3. Notation. Denote by K the category of all small 
categories and all their functors. Denote by K ^ its sub-
category consisting of all small categories with a system 
of noil morphisms and all their null functors. Denote by DM) 
the category of all sets and all their mappings. Denote by 
Jt the functor, At t /K —> IMI ; which assigns to every 
8toall category Jt> the set j£* of all its morphisms. 
LaffifflaJU Every directed presheaf (i.e. a small functor 
with a directed set as domain)in K (or in K ^ . ) has a di-
rect^ limit in K (or in K^ respectively), t 
Proof: Let Hi be a presheaf in K (or in K/n, ), 
let L - I ̂ ^M Vt M, \ . It 96 is a directed pre-
sheaf, then one may define the composition in L in the na-
tural manner (i.e. itVe-.Q,-* >-»K,<L,f v$ } j € %} > « 
» I i w H ^t M, , then for cc; fi , f e L put <c . /3 * 3T 
if and only if there exists a j . s ^ *-** **'> ft', T'* 
*($)?£ such that C<c')vj «*,, C/i')v^ - fi , (r')*i\ m T * 
and cc' - /i'm r')> *»* then L is the set of all morphisms 
of acme category Jv for which evidently Ji -= f JUrrv ¥€ I 
(a* A- m\Jvm> "Hi | respectively). 
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Npte 1: Evidently, i f dt i s a directed presheaf in IK^ , 
then Mm,t„ Vt « Mm,lu %€ I where I : K —• IK is the in* 
elusion functor. 
Note 2: Let Jv be a small category, let %£* Q,~i >-HK be 
a directed presheaf such that A is a full subcategory of 
(i ) ¥t for every '̂ 6 J- and that the functor #f? is 
identical on A for every ^ -J ^ * It is easily seen 
that then there exists a direct limit <Ji;{"Vj j ^ € J } > 
of 3£ in IK (or in IK^ respectively) such that Jt i s 
the full subcategory of Jt and each 1^ is identical on 
Jk, , Moreover, if A i s a subset of the set of a l l morphisms 
for every category ($)*$t and if every V£y i s identi-
cal on A , then A c A"*' and every 1%. i s identical on 
A • 
Lemma B: Let %€: C^,-$}-* K be a directed presheaf in IK , 
set -Jij - fy )M , A** \UmK 3£ / ,K K is an infinite cardi-
nal such that exvcd£ & H f cmcL JC£ £ K for a l l 
$, e J , then ocvcdL JC"* & K . Moreover, i f H i s regu-
lar, caucd J O H ; ca*d H^(c,d)<c K for every cf d,e faT. ? 
$ & % f then cajed Hj^Cc fd ) < ^ for every c, de JC. 
.Proofs The first part of the lemma is evident* Thus let f*. 
be a regular cardinal, and assume that ca^cL $ <- K f 
eaMd S\^(t^d)< K for every c, d € JVJ f <f e J . Set 
<&) {v% ; j 6 7 i > * i ^ v # • -Let there exist a , Jr e Jif 
such that ca*d H^fa^Jr) & & 0 For every <*t e H^fa-jJ*-) 
choose some i*e %9 a^, ^ e A ^ ; « ? « H A r ^ , - ^ ) 
such that <«'*>*&£» a,, Ct^)^ » > , ^ > ^ * ^ * 
Since cmd J < H , there e*ist J c pf and H e H f̂o>-*->) 
-. U -
such that emd H & H a n^ ^ -*• J for eve*^ <c e H . 
Choose some ac e H , and for eyery /3 e H choose some 
^ e ^ such that J £ U , Ca^mf* - Ca^) &^ . 
Since emd $ <• & 7 there exist $€ £ and H C H such 
that co4^i H j& K , ^ 4 * £ for every /3 € H . For 
&ver$ fi e H choose some ^ 4 e ^ such that <£ ~ $-/i > 
(!&}*$ ~Ci$mJ . Then there exist H * c H and 
? * e } such that co^i- H A H , and ^ = ^.* for 
every /S e M*.For every / 3 , / 3 ' € H* there i s 
t**)^- (*oM>mf*= a*, (Amf-cfrjvei* - &* . 
Since to«^ H^ (o,*^*)*: K , there exist /3, /Z' e H * > 
fh * / 3 ' such that f^)<#j£ ** f /P) 3 ^ / t » however, 
th i s i s impossible, since /S * f ^ f ) t £ * fl?)(&$** ***) = 
- r^rxg!. ^ ) - OP) ,̂ . **. 
1.4. HrtfUffft aft* flffWlOWlgt r ; J -+ -fe be a dia-
gram in a category .-& , let Kcu; {v± 5 <i e 7*$ > be i t s d i -
rect limit in Jv . Denote by fy- the set of a l l 1/j 7 
(i e J r ) ; denote by TL the s e t of a l l t r ip les 
<1^ , fe-) j r ? 1%, > where i , */e 3 ^ , ff <- H^ Ci , i ' ) . " 
fhe couple < ^ V ^ > ****• be called the d i r e c t 
s u b s t a n c e of the diagram F in the category J e • Let 
L be a category* We shall say that two diagrams which both 
have a direct limit in J& are directly equivalent if they 
have the same direct substance* .Evidently direct equivalence 
it^i-Elflfilive, symmetric and transit ive relation on the class 
x) fhe class JD is often a proper class (i*e» not a set) even 
f0# a email category J& and therefore the notion of the d i -
rect substance was introduced 
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D of all diagrams in A which have a direct limit in 4o . 
If <& is a class of diagrams in A , denote by V/ some 
choice-class of G n J) (i.e. no two distinct diagrams 
from V are directly equivalent, and for every diagram from 
fr r\ JD there exists a diagram in V/ ~ * which is directly 
equivalent with it) and call it the directly substantial 
class of diagrams from <fr . If Jt, is small, then evidently 
V is a set. Now let a category .-It be a full subcategory 
of some category K , and denote by t : A -* K the ihclu- * 
sion-functor. Let ^: Cf —»->fe be a diagram which has a 
direct limit in Jk , denoted by <a,-} {v% ; i e J*} > . A 
direct bound < Jrj { <& , <i € J**} > of Fi in K 
will be called the direct bound of the direct substance of 
$ in Jk if y>.i - % • whenever f£* « tgs . (If <«-#-; 
{^i 5 -i € y ^ } > is a direct bound of f in J t ; 
then it is evidently the direct bound of the direct substan-
ce of ^ in Jt •) 
*•->• Lfimma. Let 4 be a full subcategory of a category 
K , and L : Jt —> K the inclusion-functor* Let diagrams 
l?, ̂  be directly equivalent ±n Jks • Let every direct 
bound in K of the diagram *Ŝ  t be the direct bound of 
the direct substance of ̂  in 4 . If t preserves the 
direct limit of $* , then it also preserves the direct li-
mit of ^ • 
EHUC:_L6t <a,*,{vi ; i eJ'i } or <-#*? {*£ ; f * 2**7 > 
be direct limits in K of the diagram <T: J —» 4t> or 
^ : / ~*<4 respectively. Let K&tjY/ I i *£") > 
be m direct bound in K of ̂  4. . le mast prove that the-
re exists exactly one morphism cc in K such that 
- 13 -
nqf°£m %• - for every p. e ^ . Since ^ « y£, when-
ever ute ~ Wk' t the mapping 9. such that f-w£ )%. *=* yr? 
maps the set f^ onto the set of a l l T/A . But &^ • 
-» R~ , and therefore Q maps the set f̂  onto the set of 
a l l yn . Now we shal l show that < c > -^15 I 9 , ; i t ? Cf^ } > 
XB the direct bound in K of Ti> . I f i, i' e J*0, 6~ e 
€ H y C i , i^ } , then <1£ , f f f ) ^ , t j , > 6 ^ r * T ^ 5* conse-
quently <i%,(G)7,vi,~> = <'*£,(?)*?'> **$,' > ^or some 
i'i'fT-"} ? a HJC?> ?') ' But t h e n yj*(P>ty-%' ' 
and therefore 6 { ) 9 - Xcr)$~. (1%, ) g. . Now i t i s easy to 
see that a morphism oc in K i s the canonical morphlsm in 
K of the direct bound < c 5 - fT^ )$ -} i e J*~ j > of 
^ i f and only 1**45 * <*- ** V^ f o r «very ^ £• ^ ^ . 
1*6• LfijfiBfi: Let At be a small category, and & a 
diagram l n l » Then there ex is ts a category M,0 such that 
l ) >fef- -4T • «£a7 j Jt i s a f u l l subcategory of -&•, 
(denote by T the inclusion-functor); there ex i s t s a d i -
rect bound < f t ) { ^ j + e J"'} > of T T in ^ auch 
that 
a) i f <^r> {yd > *: 6 ^ i > i s a direct bound of P 
in Jk 9 then there ex i s t s an f e H* (&, 4- ) such 
that 1% .$« fi for a l l * e 7** ; 
b) i f *, 4' * H^C^iC) , c 4* CL, 1 + f \ then 
tr. , f -# IT: . # ' for some i e J** • 
2) If $ f Jk, -> K la a functor and T$ has a direct 
l imit in K ,' then "there exiata a functor V : ^ —• K , 
unique up t o natural equivalence, such that T V — $ 
and that < fo> Y j {(1$ )*K; * * V" J > ia a direct 
- 14 -
l imit of T§> in Jk, • If K i s a strongly inaccessible 
cardinal with cwcd J w < H and c&uL 4^ A H ., then 
& W i £ * £ K • Moreover, i f ea*<ad H^Cc, d) <. <M» 
f w a l l c , d, € W f then ca**i H* (c,d)«z H for a l l 
c , cL e *£ . 
Proof: I# Denote by A the set of a l l direct bounds oc =» 
* <Jb^ j {%* ) * * T̂̂ .? > of the diagram Tt V-* M, 
in Je • ( A «- 0 i s not excluded*) Let Ji be a set of e l e -
ments ^ | where oc varies over A , such that Ji n MO^x* 
~ 0 ? t c + ^cc* t !*•***•* <?C 4r <xA . For >«, e Hj^CJt^ , a ) , 
put +oc • r*6 m ^ * where oc^r <c> { % ^ - ^ ; ^ ' £ ^ p * A . 
Set A, • ft ) ^ for i e 7^ . Let i be a set of e l e -
ments 1T: , where i varies over Zf^ , such that t*? =£ ^ 
whenever <L j * i' and llu (Z x I) u (1 xZ)]nZ**0 ±w 
2 - JfeT1' u */2 . Put i j - ^ » ^ ? o C . Denote by (3 
the set of a l l couples <foC , v^ > such that ^ -* A^ * 
tt<ic*^>0<Zc'>^'>m<ic9(1i''f<')9 *%'> • » ia 
eas i ly shown that this composition on # i s associative* 
Let € be an element f £ ^ Z u f Z x D u f i x Z ) ; 
set 21 « (J «; {e ? 'and € . 6* « 6*. -e -=-. 6* for every 
6* e @ . Put 6 . tfl m -L whenever & « -e , / 3 e / l 
and r * ̂  « ^ . f t/£ • ffl ) whenever 6r« < ^ , t^ >€ 
€ (3, /3 e A . Let a, be an element such that a, £ -A**. 
Let -4*" be a category with the following properties: (fk>*Xrm 
« Mf u icu } f Jt, i s a f u l l subcategory of A * j i f 
Jr e A* 9 then H^ (a, Jlr) i s the set of a l l f^ such 
that Jr^ am Jr *L H*m 06*, <%) 1* the set of a l l couples 
< (tc , i£ > where ^ € H^ G £ , \ ) «»a ^ f a , a ) m 5 1 . 
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The def in i t ion of the composition in A * i s etident (of cour-
s e , i f A » 0 , then 51 * {*] , H^* (a,_,Jtr)~ fi for eve-
ry fr e Af ) . Denote by t * * A - - * J k * the inclusion-functor. 
Let now R be the following relat ion on (A* ) " * : 
< f t , ^ > R <(uu.C6)f7 in, > for every -£, * ' e J ^ , & e 
eHy Ci, i* ) . ?hen evidently < (c^,t^>fc « < (tc. tfy) ^ ^ / > * 
• *4c f o r a 1 1 ^ € A y and lemma 1.1 and note 1.1 may be 
applied* Put AQ m
 A / ^ . Sat ^ - C<) V R , 15 » 
•*«%> n >)V* 2 ^ - t • vR • 
Evidently A>0 s a t i s f i e s l ) from lemma 1.6. 
I I . Now l e t $ : A - > K be a functor such that ^cj has 
a direct l imit in K J denote i t by < cd ; {v/ ; i e J'} >-
f e proceed to define $ * : J t * ~ > K . Ctf course $ * i s t o be 
tha extension of $ ;. put f a ) $ * - Q! and t< ja . ? i^ > ) $ * « 
**C(a )<£.!%' , C+ec)§* ** f^ , where -f£ i s the canonical 
morphiam in K of the direct bound < CJr^ )$;{C%)0C)$ ; 
<i e 3* % > . Evidently, i f % R x,' , then_U ) # * « ( V ) # * 5 
consequently, using lemma 1 .1 , there ex i s t s exactly one 
Y . AQ —• K such that $ * - f/R • V • 
I I I . I t i s easy to see that cwuL H^ C<tr, a,) £ 
£ mjcd, U H& C4r A+ ) for every Jr e A* . For Jtr e A* 
set A ^ « { * e A , ^ - - H ; then A ^ £ co t^ 7T, H^ ( ^ , J>)} 
of course ocutd H^ Cau.Jb-) & ccucd A j^. for a l l £r e 
.6 it*', tmd H ^ f o . a J a t caJudl^ A * * 3 , Consequently, i f H 
la a strongly inaccessib le cardinal number with catd J*< H 
and cmd A^ £ H , then evidently co*^ J e ^ £ H . Mora-
over, i f ca*e£ H^ Cc;rf ) <r H for a l l c7 d e A** , then 
cwcd H^ £c ? ci ) < ^ f #r a l l e ; <a£ 6 J e ^ . 
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Note: Xt ie easy to see that the following lemma can be proved 
easily: 
Let Jk> be a small category with a system of null moronisms, & 
a diagram in M, • Then there exists a category J&0 with • 
system of null morphisms such that statement l) from lemma 
X«6 holds, and that for every null functor §[% Jt —> K such 
that T$ has a direct limit in K there exists * null 
functor V: M,0 —> K unique up to natural equivalence, 
such that r V m # and that <Ca)V; {Cvi) V ; i e ? r | > * 
is a direct limit of 3"$ in K • 
The proof of lemma 1.6 should be modified as follows: 
If oc « <^y {Yi,,«,;i'€J*rI> ia direct bound of $* 
in Jt such that all ur. . are null morphisms of M, % then 
denote -̂ c ^ ^oc • Evidently o^ -(a.-** o^/ for every 
^ * '"tfeX̂tc * "^c ^ • T n e category Jk,e may be constructed 
as in the proof of lemma I#6, changing only the relation R : 
put R « R1 u R2 u R3 , where <(0c, v^ > R^ <fc.C*)3;i%, > 
for every i, i7€ 7 % ffe Hy Ci,i')) <£A,fv
:
i > R^<*>, v^, > 
for null mo?phisin$ ^,*>, ^ c H 4 ^ ^ ^ 4 ^f'V <> 
and every <i7 i'c ̂  < ^ , ̂  > R-j ̂ o^,, t/J, > for 
every i, i' e ^ r • 
*•?• hSBtttk1 *»et Jt be a full subcategory of a catego-
ry K , let t ; A —> K be the inclusion-functor. Let 
there exist a diagram T**' in A for every a € K** sueh 
that a » | i£fnj(,?'
a' t | # Then t, is Jt^ -preserving. 
Proof: Let a diagram ¥%:£ ~~+Jt have an inverse limit <d $ 
{% \ i € y * > ** J* .ut <a,;{fo -, $j y i > 
be an inverse bound of W t in K . We shall prove that 
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it has a canonical morphiam in K • Let T: J ~* & be a dia-
gram such that the direct limit of T L in K is <a; ft* \ 
i € 7*} > . Set fy m (4 ) T . Evidently the couple <A>± ', 
{**i *Ki > £ e ¥$ y is an i n ve r s^ bound of ̂  in Jv for 
every *> e 3* \ denote by Q,J its canonical morphism in A * 
How it is easy to see that the couple < d; {9..* ; i e J* } > 
is the direct bound of ?t In K ; denote by -f- its canoni-
cal morphism in K • Then 1/j . f *Cf> * tr • %j for every 
i € J*", $ e^f** $ and therefore f . cp^ ** ̂  for every 
j . * J*. It aieo f . cfg • ^ for some f , then ne-
ceaaarlly f' * f , as can be shown easily. 
£•&• £<£JiI&: Let ^ be a small category, T a diagram 
in Jk . Then there exists a small category K such that Jt 
la a full subcategory of K , the inclusion-functor t r A - > 
-* K is ( J t 2 - 4 ^ ) -Preserving and TL has a direct li-
mit in K • 
Proof: I. Let T: J ~* Jt be a diagram in a small category 
Jt • We may suppose that T has no direct limit in Jt • 
We shall construct a category K with the required proper-
ties* Denote by r\ the set of all direct bounds oc *? 
~<^o> {Y+f*.i *€?'}> of T In Jt . It A « 0 , 
then K with the required properties may be found easily. 
It is sufficient to adjoin one object CL to the category 
fa , such that H (cuf*4r) » 0 and H 66% a ) contains 
e-caetiy one morphiam for every & e JhTf H Ca>7 CL ) s {-e^ J • 
Consequently we may suppose that A 4s 0 * 
XI* Let A>0 be a category satisfying the statements of 
leswft 1.6* The notation from the proof of lemma 1*6 will 
be used* Let S be the following relation on 
- IS -
£e& H*-* (c?^^:d^ SV<mm> ("- * ̂ c - v * f*& *ot every 
<-t e A . Put K° * **/s , set 1 ^ * ^ > V S (cf. Bote 
I.i). Set 1 ° ; Je, ~> K* , if » x , "//s . 
III. Denote by J} the class of all diagrams in A , which 
have a direct limit in Jk, .In the present proof the fol-
lowing terminology will be used: if P ; K° —> H is a func-
tor, ̂ i » ( i ) { ^ ; J e JL*"} } is a direct bound of 
ty L0 P in H , where either ^ £ J> or ̂  - $*% 
and if <*>%{$ y ^ / O - i ^ YSp. for ̂  * J> , 
< > i < ? > ^ ^ r i > - ^ ; l V > i€J^|> f o r ^ - 5 ^ 
then we shall call every morphism ^ e HH ((J^P, *£) 
such that ( $ j . ) P . /t-̂  « ^ a canonical morphism of 
** (of ̂  4° P ) in H . 
IV. Let \f be a directly substantial set of diagrams 
from D (cf.1.4) in -4 • Let MU- be a regular cardinal, 
^><so*tf£ S*̂  /##*• >&a*d'&f. for all ^ 6 ̂  . For ordinal A> 
denote by T^ the set of all ordinals less than A> . Let 
fU be the smallest ordinal such that cwccC to =- /W • A 
transfinite construction will be performed according to ele-
ments of the set "T^ . 
V. Let h € T*, , and assume that *T'; <TS ,«£.}-> K is 
an inductive preaheaf x in the category K of all small 
x) A presheaf (T is called inductive if its domain is a di-
rected set P and if P'c P, <p,*/wfh P' imply that (fu) T* 
is a direct limit of T restricted to P' . 
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categories and all their functors, such that (writing K4*'-* 
*(M,)*r h 
0) K.° Is the category constructed in II of the present 
proof; 
1) a) CK44*)* ** A? u {a,} 7 & i» a f u n subcategory of 
K^ ; HK„ (a,, e ) « H #̂ (a,, c ) for every c e A, ; 
b) i f AA, <: *u! then the functor *(£* i s identical 
en al l of Jh >&,AmL^HK44f(a,,c)* <*« > cc e A J • 
2) If AJ m JUL + i then every direct bound 6m) ^ ^ ^ 7 
where ^ is a direct bound in T «f ^ t# "To"* 
with either *€£*&' w i$ e )/ 7 has a canonical 
morphisa in K4* 
3) Every category K4** satisfies the following condition 
( * ) : If jr . f ^ is defined %nd i f *y. f^ ~<T. "&. for 
a l l at e A , then <f - J* . 
71. The properties 0) - 3) iaply: 
a) Lv{ )*%"> . Z, . % f ^ for every *' « 7*" , 
ri, e A , â, ^ Xs • 
b) .Every direct bound in K44' of every $£ t# ^ J ^ , 
where ^ e J) } i s the direct bound of the direct 
substance of ^ in A . For, if <o, > {fyij-ep'? > 
la a direct bound of ^ t/> *%*** in K44*" , then 
<*%c J ^ * * 4 / * e 3 ^ J > i« the direct bound of ^ 
i n 4 , which must have the canonical morphisa in Jk. 
Then use (*> )• 
c) If cry direct bound of ^ <-* * i^4* ? where aither 
^ * f or ^ € 3> 7 has at -Boat one canonical morph-
isa in K44, • M s also follows from ( * ) • 
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VII. We shall construct K* fx* , ( 4 L e I ) attch that 
the preaheaf **ATi <T^^9<, > —> K "k1®** i» a* axten-
sion of *r and (*)*"?'- K*, (<44,,A>> )**4r~ * * , w i n *• 
an inductive preaheaf aatisfying 0) - 3) from V% For A 
a non-isolated ordinal put < K*; {<&%, ', "> e T* ? > - Mm^ *r, 
where K* ia chosen so that it contains A*> t €V 9 JL and 
all ae * are identical on of all M, , *,, Jt (of. Note 
-tc* ' ' — 
1.3). Then it is easy to see that 0 ) - 3) are satisfied. 
Thus, let A -* t -f- 4 . Then it is sufficient to construct 
K* and ae * . Let P be the set of all direct bounds 
in K* of ^C *%* , where either ^ * 0" or ^ € 
e W p which have no canonical morphism in K* . Far P « 
« 0 put K*« K* ^ ae£ identical. Now let P 4s 0 • 
Let -fi> be an ordinal such that there exists a one-to-one 
mapping fi of the set of all positive isolated ordinal num-
bers of the set Th, onto P • We shall construct K by 
transf inite induction according to elements of T^. • 
VIII. Let <£ e T^, and let an inductive presheaf %>i/t . 
< X , < > -* K be constructed such that (setting H'ur m 
- <:<ur)*if ): 
0*) H° - K* ; 
1*) is analogous to 1), and 3*) to 3); 
2*) if *r'« t^ + 4 ; then the direct bound (vr')fl
 %if0** 
has the canonical morphism in H*"" . 
We shall construct H** , X%, for vr mT^ so that the 
preaheaf **V: {T£«.« > <= > ~* K fwhere *•**/ ia am ex-
tension of 2i/ and tt»tr$>**y- H £ , l+4tf£ - A*. , 
will be an inductive preaheaf satisfying 0*) - 3*)» 
p 
If a is a non-isolated ordinal, the construction la evident. 
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IX# Let c^ m X +1 • Thea i t ia required to construct the 
'category H* and Aj_ ( A* m *>i£ * X* for 
AJU> «< X , of couraeh Let (%>p.**m,~ W j { % > ^ * ^ O > 
he a direct bpuad ia K* of $ t t# ^ ^ , where either 
^ «• ^ or ^ 6 I/ • Then /tn> haa ao canonical morph-
ia.® ia K* ; and thua d - a • Set ^ )*;£* - %£ > 
denote by ^ the canonical morphism of the direct bound 
<^£ J <\i ' tc i i * ?*}> ia Hx Ccf, part III of the 
- - _ t . 
preeeat proof) • How uae lemam X«2, writing H x , H* iaatead 
of *£,*A and putting fr * I i w i ^ ^ I whenever ^ e 
6 I/ , > « cu wheaever ^C * ^ } and puttiag ^ C^ ) = g^ 
for every cc € A . Deaote by t*; H*~» H* the iacluaioa 
functor Let Z be the following equivaleace oa CH*)'m'; 
fi Z T <«=*>/i* t c ; f• *<* **"• deflaed and /3 . ( c s 
- r • -fc for al l oc e A # Put H*-
 H%r , A* « t*. */-, 
Ccf. Rote 1.1). If j€4. a HH* (4r7 cu ) ±e euch that 
(& * **, m tyac *hm eV-Weatly C(U>) %£ ia the canonical 
aorphiaa of the direct bound fan.)* t£* A J ia H*- . 
Indeed, puttiag <fr%i%i I £ 6 ^ \ > m iim^jtj^ whenever 
^ a W , and < * , f f r >*j2"i> * <a>f <*/)*£* *%*)i€?1> 
wheaever ^ • ^ , there i s f ^ ' ^ ' £ « J ^ ' & r •" ^ * ^* 
for a l l ^ € ^ r ; cc € A aad thua (f^ .̂ u- ) ^ * % > ^ * 
Evidently conditione 0*) - 3*) are satisfied, 
X, Thea, using transfinite induction, the inductive preaheaf 
py ' <Tp 2<y~-» K aatiafyiag the atatemeata O*) - 3*) ia 
defiaed* Set <IC4j f A^. j nr«T^ J > - i ^ t K ** \f , 
put #ef • A* (where K* ia ao chosen that i t containa 
A , a , •/? and that a l l A^ are identical oa al l of M7 a>P 
A )• Then, evidently, conditions 0) - 3) are satisfied 
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for the presheaf ** T • Using tranafinite induction, 
the inductive presheaf *f: KT^ , < } - v K satisfying 
conditions 0) - 3) is defined. Of course we put XK^i^t^ > 
M, 6 T ^ } > « Aism,^ *TP where K is so chosen that it 
contains As7 a,}A and that ail ae^ are identical on 
A f cu 9 A . Then evidently Jk> is a full subcategory of 
K t » t* • 0€$ is ***e inclusion-functor and <ct 5 
{Cvpm0'? i 6 y * i > is the direct bound of f t la K . 
XI. How we must prove that L preserves direct limits of 
all diagrams in Jk> and that .ft has a direct limit in K • 
Evidently K satisfies condition ( # ) , and therefore eve-
ry direct bound of tyj, in K , where ^ e D , is the 
direct bound of the direct substance of ^ in M- (of. part 
Tib) of the present proof). Using lemma 1.5 it is sufficient 
to prove that t preserves direct limits of all ^ a V/ 
and that ft has a direct limit in K . Evidently, every 
direct bound in K of ty i , where either ^ e W or ^ * 
» y , has at most one canonical morphism in K ; this fol-
lows from (#•) • We must prove that it has at least one cano-
nical morphism. Consequently let <c£; {p(j j ^ £ ^ J ) * ^ 
be a direct bound of ^t c in K , where either ^ e W or 
<0. m f f ty : % ~* M, , it is sufficient to consider 
the case d m a, .We shall find £ 6 ^ and a direct 
bound mS of % ** %* in T such that C«rv'>Hjr -
« m . If f , j , f € y r f f € HvCj,?') 7 then there exist 
"y> € T* 7 *L? >*l e CK"? )«"- such that fj «* fjo) ̂  . 
• t j , ̂ J >*^ * ̂  , ty/, ̂ - fy, • For ^ 6 ^ set 
• 23 - * f % c ty>. 
If <«r, ff'> « Mjj , « - « « * * • «--»*• • ^ r / « T t 
«aeh that fi£ ) * C " -_ f t f > * £^<r< . Pot vy -
s- 4c4n> tr , . Siace eo*<a£ /& > (uvtd %* f there i i t j 6 
s j , ' • P t t t ^ - ^ ^ « * £ - < * * > j £ ~ • 
$hca / m / - <Oz^ { ^ \ & € ct^^y ±9 a direct bouad of 
^ 4 * ^ ^ i a K~ .Consequently 6 m / ; *rj* + * has 
the canonical morphisa i a K4*0*4 f and therefore /m, has 
the canonical morphism in K • 
XII. c preserves inverse l imits of a l l diagrams i a Jt ; 
th i s follows from lemma 1.7. 
Hots: I t i s easy to see that i f M, has a system of null 
morphisms, then K also does (no change i s necessary i a the 
proof mOrity use Note 1.6 And lemma. LIB instead at temma 1.6 md L2*A). 
£•9* j&ilft* ket 4 be a small category, l e t 4J be a 
se t of diagrams in 4 (or a c l a s s of co l lect ions l a 
M, ) . Let f b e i diagram l a Ms (or a co l lect ion l a Jv , 
respectively) • Then there ex i s t s a category K with the f o l -
lowing properties: 
1) Jib i s a f u l l subcategory of K , the inclusion-functor 
I : A —* K ia ( <£ , &*-)-preserving aad &L 
has a direct l imit i a K ; K^— xfc^ contains at most 
one element. 
2) I f § : Jk ~~> K' i s a (& -prcaerviag functor such 
that T§ has a direct l imit i a K' f then there ex i s t s 
a $ ' : K —» K' unique up to natural equivalence, such 
- that $ » L . <£>' and $ ' i s (& L -preserving aad 
(f) u -preaervlag. 
Moreover, i f K ia a strongly inaccessible cardinal such 
that m*oL M,** £ K , &*Md> f < K , ami *@ < tf for 
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every ^ e dr ; ccuu£ <fr ̂  H , then w*<£ K™ & M • 
Moreover, if tautd, O < 8 , ea*<i Hj/V** < H for all 
c,c£e ̂  t ***•» ^ ^ HKCc,<£)< H for all e. ̂  £ K*\ 
Hote 1 : The proof of lemma 1.9 is similar to that of lemma 
1.8. But in the proof of lemma 1.8 the identifications (such 
that condition <* ) holds) are "too large" for the existence 
of a functor $ ' with the properties required in 1.9.2). In 
the proof of lemma 1.9 we identify morphisma only when it is 
necessary. But then some difficulties arise. The author does 
not know if it is possible to take an arbitrary c l a s s 
O of diagrams in the lemma 1.9. 
£gpjQ£; I. Let there be given A , & f T with the properties 
described in lemma 1.9 and suppose that T f> 4r ; 
we shall construct a category K with the requi-
red properties* Simultaneously let there be given K' and 
$ : M, ~» K' • with the properties from 1.9.2; we shall 
construct simultaneously $' ( of course , the construction 
of K is independent of $ and K' ). 
II. First apply lemma: 1.6. Denote by K° the category, the 
existence of which follows from 1.6, and by L ° : A —>• Kc 
the inclusion-functor. Denote by §° : K°— > K' the functor 
with the properties from 1.6.2). Let <a,;{vij 4, e 3°' } ) 
be the direct bound of f L° in K° with the properties 
from lemma 1.6; denote by A the set of all direct bounds 
oC m <JlreC •, {y± ;4,e3*\) Of T in A \ hy £ s H ^ (0,,^) 
the morphism such that tAt . f^ - % ^ ; by A the set of 
all t • 
III. The following terminology will be used in the proof: if 
P $ K°-* H is a functor, if m = <&*, K \ A > £ € ̂ f > 
ia a direct bepuia! of % i* P , where aithar <%L e 4> or 
iff. mf , and i f <+>{fj> i * ¥ l > ** *»?*. y* 
for f e t , Ofrjff^J }e7*)> - <*>i{*i > * * 3~) > 
for ^t • f , then every morphism (U, e HH (C^)P, <£ ) 
su3 h that (f j ) P » (U> ** tj w i l l be called a canoni-
cal morphiea of <m> (of ^ 4.D P ) in W • 
IV» We nay suppose that the category K' i s small• If not, 
wa replace K' by i t s f u l l subcategory containing ( A ) # 
and some iMsm,^ F§ I • 
V« We shall construct the category K with the required pro-
pert ies by transfinita induction. Put \t - <& whenever <£• 
la the s e t of diagrama in A . If <G- ia the class of 
co l lect ions in Jt . denote by V some direct ly substantial 
aat of col lect ions from 4? (cf«I«4)» Let Mi- be a smallest 
regular cardinal with m< > <so*̂  if, "H4> > COAX* ^ for eve-
ry ^ m W • Let /fc be the amalleet ordinal such that 
c&ut> /t, a ,-#*<- . Let _>o € T#, and l e t there be construc-
ted an inductive preaheaf *T: <TS , <- > - * JK in the 
category K of a l l small categories and a l l the ir functors 
must i ta direct bound < K'j f # ^ > ^ € TQ 1 > , such 
th&*(eetting K ^ - U ) ^ ) : 
0l K* and #° are aa constructed in part I I of the pre-
aent proof* 
1) <K**-)r* Jfu{a>} 7 M, i s a f u l l subcategory of 
K44* 5 HK44, (<*<, a) m HKO (a,j & ) for e^ry 
c € Mf \ if AA, «c AJ f then the funetor ^ ^ ' io 
identical on all of 'At, & f ~& * 
2) » ^ < # ' . M/ is ieolated, then the following eon- # 
dition holds: it /m la a direct bound in K4* of aoaa 
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^ t * +jj~M, t ^eT% either ^ e £• or <t£ ** $r f 
thea the direct bouad (<m) * £ ^ ' of ty L° *{%44*' has 
exactly oae canonical morphism in K44, . 
VI. We shal l construct K* 9 a€^ , §* such that the 
presheaf /**4(T: < T ^ , < > - * K which ia an extensioa 
of *(T and ( * ) " V - K* , " ' < £ * , *> £ , w i l l be 
an inductive presheaf sat isfying conditions 0) - 2 ) 9 and 
< K'5 { ^ j ^ e T ^ H | ) wi l l be a direct bound of ^ r T 
in K • If >& i s a non-isolated ordinal, the construction 
i s evident. Let A> be an isolated ordinal number, /& « ± + 1. 
Then K* wi l l be constructed by transfinite induction. Let 
P be the set of a l l direct bounds in K* of a l l 
^ if *CT* , where either <%£ e V or *{% - & , which 
have no canonical morphism in K* ; suppose P ^ 0 • Let 
^ be an ordinal such that there ex i s t s a one-to-oae mapping 
4p, of the set of a l l posit ive isolated ordinal numbers of Tp, 
onto P . Let <£ e T71, , and l e t there be constructed an 
inductive presheaf ' *-\f : <T<^ , <==- > —• K and i t s direct 
bound < K' ; { W) <uraT<^}> , (sett ing H^- A ^ j V ) : 
o*) H° « K* , r° - * * j 
1*) is analogous to l). 
2*) If v ' s ur+ < , then the direct bound (wf) %*"" 
has a canonical morphism ia H44r * 
VII. We must coastruct H % £ * ^ •* H^-* H e aad # £ 
If £ is a aoa-isolated ordinal, the construction is evident. 
Thus l e t £ « X + 1 . Let f£>?i-*>m« <d){^j ^ €^}>eP 
be a direct bouad in K* of ^ t ° ^
f
 ? where e i t h e r i $ e \ f 
or ^ - r . Sat < > ; { f y ; / e ^ * * ; > - ^ \ ^ 
wHeaever ^ £ If- and < J* t ft * ) ? 6 •?** i > m 
- .2? - * ? 
Since m has no canonieal m r̂phism tm K* , so that cL * a*. 
Denote t*y g^ the eanoai^al jMffpblM of the direct bound 
(%L'i fy>' &/ j~ edf*r$> <*t *$*** • *ke following relation on 
t - L->Lw H M * ( V r i / ) w i l l be def ined: 
• ?$if'**?*6''%t>t7?'
m#*tov''r' ««* * * - r - - k ' ^ r ; 
r§>H?**?m#*$*• r,f>'*<5r<g&,* f ana & - r f ^ ^ y V r / 
Set S * ^ f S^ , Then i t may be proved: 
a) .All 5r* **** S are symmetric; 
b) i f f> $f then jP,^' are from the same object to a, \ 
o) itti-r* &,* r' *^ r,r'*^,**** ®c,-r* %*/- r'<, 
d) i f p &f' then jf * ^ * f ' t^ for a l l /S £ ^ / 
e) itpSp' ani f.p.Vj&j/.Y are defined, then eithe* 
6*. p. *v 3 &*p * t op &*p. *t: *• "̂- f*'* t ) 
t) ±? it*r s%c -r'f then %^-r s %c*r'* 
JDenote by 6j* or S* the smallest equivalence containing 
5^ OP 5 respectively. Since 4* c 3n.-«-f ? there i s S*~ 
s<i&* ^i* # x t i s eafly t 0 s e e t h a t b) *) ©) remain true 
also i f we replace $ by S . Now we prove that f) also 
does: let tc* T S it' * t''? then there exist, -Vr;***?^ * 
* H^ fo,o,) such that Zi~£.r, **,-&-?'*n*ZiSz4+¥ 
for + »4f>.f m>-4 . Consequently z+, "i** lf..,m>-1 fw*3t 
be expressed a?*, « Ĵ * i t -3* 'B u t ^ -gfe » £ . for some ^|. c 
& >4 * Now use f ) . 
New i t i s eaay to see that lemma 1.1 and Note 1.1 may be 
applied and if we set H*« ***/$* then £. . <f ~ f̂ v - r' 
implies fe-r-ftr^r' in H*. Set ^ * ~ % ) * £ * %-*.Now 
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lemma 1.2.A may be uaedf we shall write only H*9 H*
m instead 
of Aj Jh, and put &*\Mm^<fy I whenever ^ a VP &~ a,. 
whenever $- - 9* and ^ f ^ . ) * ^ • denote by o* : H*-* H * * 
the inclusion-functor. Let T tie the following relation on 
CH**)' m' r 
C<5* > f^><* T-$ for every ^e^r. Ivideirtly lemma 1.1 
and Note 1.1 may be used. Put H * ~ H * * ^ *•'«•£*-- ̂ . <** • 
.^ , (^-^C6)^C- • Then, evidently, ̂ T is the canonical morph-
ism of the direct bound frn)**V*' in H* and * * V is an 
inductive presheaf satisfying conditions 0*) - 2*). 
VIII. Let <K'-, W*$ we\}y be a diredt bound in IK *£*>&, 
let Y*« §* > it is sufficient to find ¥* .- He-» K' such ;. 
that *>+<#*>. V* m V* . Since <(*Vr*t{Ci}W*t pe}*}}** the 
direct limit of *& $ , there is tifaW* m ("-'* (tcj¥*> 
where by ̂ o/ is denoted the canonical morphism of the direct 
bound <(a)$S {Cfc,)$* j fr* £*}> - Consequently if 
p S*jo/, there is Cjo) 2"* * (jp') ST* . Using lemma 1.1 there 
exists exactly one functor ST* r H* --• Kf such that y*» 
9 % * ^ * « Then, using lemma 1.2, there exists exactly one 
functor !T**;H**-*K' such that V*-(,*. 3T** and 
CjCOf**.. ̂  # NOW it is easy to see that C C C J ^ ) ^ ^ - ^ ) ^ * . 
*<^)!£** for all i- & %*; consequently, using Note 1.1, 
there exists exactly one functor F £- H*--> K' suoh that 
r**m V T - r c - Therefore **'£*. y * - y*. I f ^ € HK, r 
(6*)^*, Ca>y*),ffr"+<a' t .hen/<£^%oy*,^ # * (%£)¥* 
for some ^.« p ^ . This implies the unicity Jf£ . 
IX. Using transfinite induction, one may construct an in-
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dttctive presheaf *V sat isfying conditions 0*) - 2*)# 
Now set <H ){&»*> weT^ I > * Mrm% *& f denote by W 
the canonical morphism of the direct bound < K'*> KWmf" r 
W * T ^ 5 > of *V in K . If P - / , poi « • K S 
3f •_** 7 & & -*LH i ( i ident ical . 
X# Next, define the re la t ion Ry. on -»-"c^r ^« ^
c> ^ ) * « 
every ^ e T ^ as follows (denote by R* the smallest 
equivalence containing ft..) • &.ft f̂ er# jr whenever there 
e x i s t s a direct bound /»n in H of some *ty if * %z if0 
where either ^ e \# or ^ = ^ such that /S and y 
are both canonical morphlsms of /in- in H • If ^ e 
e T^ , then tf\/l R<u &* T i* and only i f there 
ex i s t s a ^ € / ^{fj suoh that £ *fi(\ "J^L^^%'t 
for a l l ^ e ^ f where < > K & * * « ^ * > - -25^, ^ 
whenever ^ * V and < ^ I ff^ £ ^ € ^ O > - <«** 
f ^ >*£*#> * 6 •**"* > whenever *% - &l Pot R * 
* ^L R i * Using transfinite induction, i t may be proved 
eas i ly that /8 R QT iapliea /3 • "€o - T • t* 
x) Thus the relat ion R" on L such that fi £ y if and only i f 
/&•**.* T* tc for a l l o c c A i s greater than or equal to R. 
Compare with the proof of I.8# 
In the present proof the following evident fact i s used with-
out any reference. 
Let W be an equivalence on L»cU Hc Cc , a ) (where one substi-
tutes C by H*f H ) such that i f /I Wr t h e n a r * Hc A ><* ) 
for some c € C% fi*^cmf'^A f o r a i l <**«A and i f <r./#.'r i s de-
fined then either e*. /3.T Vitoy.af or r . j3. ** - C y . f . Then i f 
* f * W ^ f » ; ^ « f i r j ' / W , then neces sar i ly#VuA # ' . 
~ 2 9 * -
for all «*, # A f and (/I )W <* (r^ • Put K* «• H/ R ; 
* * V * « t£ - ̂  , let $ * be the functor such that ^ « 
XI. Now we prove that **4T: <T++* , * > ~> K and < K'; 
{#^1 ^ € T n . 4 ] > satisfy conditions 0) - 2). 0) and 
1) axe evident* In the proof of 2) it is sufficient to con-
sider AA, ts & only. Thus, let AA, < A> f let /rrv be a 
direct bound in K ^ of some ^ t* ^Tj"'^L* *£>here 
either "if e 1/ or ^ « ^ . Then the direct bound 
(m) *%* * if 0 has at least one canonical morphism 
in H 9 as follows from the construction of H ; thus 
(m,)** Tvu lias a* leBB* one canonical morphism in 
K* • We shall prove that it has exactly one canonical 
morphism. Set < ̂ ; {f j . ', f e } c r ) > * & m ^ ̂  whenever 
y* v Bm<jer){fiife^}y^<a,){Cn)^
tfo^^ J'?> 
whenever ^ * 9r • Let jl and y be both the canonical 
morphlsms of (<tn ) ** T£ in K^ . Then there exist 
J f feH"" auoh that (JS)% -fi, (f)% - T, U ' 
'$ & f i ' T tor all £ e ^ . Since R * L̂ . R*̂ , 
one may choose " ^ e T t for j - e %* such that 
I / •# ̂  ?̂  • r • ** ¥• ̂ t ^ ** ; then ̂  € T^ 
and /S R-^ x , aM therefore /3« 0^)^/R«rr^= r* 
XII. Using tramsfinite induction, one may define an inducti-
ve presheaf *{T in K satisfying conditions 0) - 2) 9 and 
its direct bound < K' j {$*? * s T * } ) . Put < K;{35>; 
* €*li J ̂  m Mmuv "'T 5 ^e,fc !§' ** *ke canonical morphism 
of the -direct bound < K' ? {#*; >!> € T e ? > in K • Then,e-
vidently, 4t ia a full subcategory of K ; put L m L° * % • 
Obviously § m t, • §' - 30 -
and <(a,}§') {(!%)%$ j i e J*} > ~ A*n,K, f§ * 
XIII• Next prove that t preaervea direct Halts of a l l 
diagrams from V and that <o,j {(^)%) I € J*I > ia 
the direct limit o f f t in K • Let rm be a direct 
bound in K of some ^ i* , where either ^ fi 1/ or 
*gL - &* # Then there exist /> e ^ t and a direct 
bound /% in K* .of «$£ t° *£*** tuch that m,**(«h)(% 
(the proof la analogous to part XI of the proof of lemaa 
1 . 8 ) • Then (mi ) H'<J^*4' has a canonical morphiam t̂c in 
K** • Obviousl:/ ( ^ ) ^+ * ia the canonical morph-
iam of 'W in K . If V and v ' are both canonical 
morphiama of /rn, in K , then there exist t 6 T*. > S?, 
v ' e (Kf Y* said a direct bound m, of fy S *%* f 
such that («&)$£** sm,7 (v) % ** *> , (90 %**">>' and 
V y 3' are both canonical morphiama of mi • But then 
fiJ)*£**'- CS') * £ * + ' , and hence >;- v ' . 
XIV. The proof la complete in the case that 1 / - G i s a 
set of diagrams in A . If G is a class of collections in 
>fe. and V la a directly substantial class from dr , 
then we must perform another identification* Let V be the 
following relation o n U U H, ( c , a ) : 6~. /3 l£ & * T 
whenever there exists a direct bound trn ** <a$ {Xj? $~ € T0 *0 
in K of some collection Ĵ£<, , where ^ e G ,such 
that P> m \j > T ** li1 f a n d ? '̂ *• ? ^ ,where 
< <^/ ff ^ ; ^ € J*"j > i s a sum of <€£ in A, \ i f 
^ e "$i * ty > ® i Pu* ̂ */̂  ^V * ' T whenever there exists 
a collection ^ e \/u{^} such that fy -/ZCU^fuAJ 
£. r ^ r al l £ e j T where <*-, {fc j ^ a ^ J > - - E n ^ 
whenever f e l f , ***<*${?}> ^ t f ^ } >«(fc/fft£ J£5 * c r ? > 
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whenever 1̂ £ m f (where V<£ denoted the smallest equi-
valence containing Vy. ) . Put V ^J^r V£ • *--**-• *ne 
category * / y has the properties required in lemma I.9# 
(If a l l the ^ 6 # and f were not only co l l ec t ions , 
then th i s l a s t ident i f icat ion could possibly give r i s e to 
further direct bounds.) 
XV. How we shal l prove that i f H i s a strongly inacces-
s i b l e cardinal with ccutd 4T**i H , C4uu£^< rt , cwtd t£<c H 
for a l l f €i& and caxd fir *£ H t then c**d K^ Ik H ^ 
Lemma 1.6 implies ca*cl (K*)""' & rt . I t i s easy to see 
that AH>* £ H> • Let an /t € T^ be given, suppose 
Ca*d, (K44')*"'^ H for a l l AJU < «*> I prove that 
m&d> (K*)"n' & K . I f / f r i s a non-isolated ordinal, 
then t h i s follows from lemma 1*3 B. Let A> » t -*- ^ ; s i n -
ce CO^J6 <& ^ M ? there i s e o * ^ P ^ '^^^^V?-*^ C 
(ifr
H^(C^}^)^) £ H . It %eT1t and cxudCH^)^^ H 
for a l l <ar < £ then evidently cwcctCH**)""' & H ; 
th i s followa from either lemma 1*3 or lemma- 1.2. Then, using 
lemma 1 .3 , caxd, (K*)"*' 4m H , and thus <5<*ê  K""' * <H • 
Moreover, i f w*d* 4r < M and caâ ai H^(c7d) < H for 
a l l c f d m A,** , then •*#*- < H, caxdp< H ? and i t may 
be eas i ly proved that ccuud HK (e, &) < M for a l l c 7 
d e Kr * 
JISl&JIs I t i s eas i ly seen that the following lemma also holds: 
Let 4 be a email category with a system of null moronisms, 
O a set of diagrams in M (or a c lass of col lect ions in 
M \m .Let f be a diagram in M, (or a co l lect ion in 
Jk , respect ive ly) . Then there ex i s t s a category K with 
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a system of null morphisms such that statement I) from lem-
ma 1.9 holds, and 2*) if $ iJk~± K' is a null functor 
such that !F§ has a direct limit in K' and $ pre-
serves direct limits of all diagrams from <& , then the-
re exists a null functor $': K —» K' 1 unique up to natu-
ral equlvalencet auch that $ ** <• * §' and $' preser-
ves direct limits of all ^ l , where either ^ -r 9? 
or ^ e <& • 
The proof of lemma 1.9 need not be modified. It is suffi-
cient to use Note 1.6 in place of lemma 1.6 in II, and lem-
ma 1.2 B in place of lemma 1.2 A in, VU, . 
Note 3: Obviously lemmas 1.9 and 1.1 imply the following 
proposition: 
Let A be a small category, ca*d> H^(c,d ) £ 1 for all 
c ? oL e Jk^, let <& be a set of collections in M • Let 
f be a collection in /fc • Then there exists a category 
K such that COJUL HK(c,d) g. 4 for all c7d e K°~ and 
statement l) from lemma 1.9 and also the following state-
ment 2') hold. 
2') If $ .̂  Jt —y K' is a <& -preserving functor such 
that ^ $ has a direct limit in K' and if cwui, HK,(crd)& 
£ 1 for all cfde(K')°
r
fthen there exists a $'; K -* JC', 
unique up to natural equivalence, such that § « t * $ ' and 
that $' is tft-preserving and CWZ) -preserving. 
II. Embedding theorems for small categories. 
In the present section there are given some theorems which 
follow from lemma 1.8 and 1.9, namely theorems 11*3, II.5 
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and II.7* 
XX.l. Definition: Let S be a set which is ordered by 
-i . Let {M^ ; 4> e S } be a system of small categories. 
We shall call it monotone if A ^ is a full subcategory of 
Jit, whenever fi> -$ 4>* . Denote by U^ Jt^ the catego-
ry K such that K^m ^ s ( \ ) < r and that every Jt^ 
la a full subcategory of K , 
Mote: Evidently, if 4>0 € S and ^ is a diagram in 
Jhfr f and if the inclusion-functor t * ; Jk^ —> <&% 
preserves the direct limit of ^ for every /a e S ? 
^ ^ ^o > then the inclusion-functor t & • -^ —• *-4 A & 
also preserves the direct limit of ^ • 
XX«2. Lejaaa: -^t A be a small category, <& a set 
of diagrams in Jv (or a class of collections in Jt> ). 
Let V be a set of diagram schema (or a set of discrete . 
categories, respectively). Then there exists a small cate-
gory K such thats 
1) Jb is a full subcategory of K , the inclusion-func-
tor L : Jh, -> K is (£?, At?) -preserving. If ^ is 
a V -diagram in M, , then *&f. L has a direct limit 
in K . Every a, e K** is a direct limit of a ^ L , 
where ^ is a V-diagram in Jk, . 
2) If K' is a V -complete category and if § * & ~* K' 
is a (& -preserving functor, then there exists a func-
tor §' i K —-v K' f unique up to natural equivalence, 
aueh that $ « L • $' and $ ' preserves direct li-
mits of all diagrams ^ L 7 where ^ is a V7 -dia-
gram in A . 
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Moreover9 i f M i s a strongly inaccessible cardinal such 
that 
(a) txvcd JkT" £ H and &vu£ <& & M ; 
(b) M, e V - + caJtcL JiT" <• M ; ^ ^ ^ co4^ ^ * H , 
then co**6 K™ £ M * 
Moreovery i f 
(c) zctJuL & <: ri > tuvcd, H^(e; cL)< H for every c, cL e Af ? 
then £#*££ H^ Cc, cL ) <: ^ for every a, d e K*7" * 
Proof: Let tfr be the set of 
a l l diagrams from <fr which have a direct l imit in M* . 
The isomorphism of small categories i s an equivalence-rela-
t ion on V , denote by V some choice-set . Let V be 
the set of a l l V -diagrams in Jk> . Let -*> be a wel l -or-
dering of \f i denote by {%L0 the smalleat element of 
\f . Denote by Vu the set of a l l *W e V/ , <W~i <U . 
Using lemma 1.9 one may construct (by transf inite induction) 
the monotone system { K ^ j *IL e V/} of small categories 
(denote by L ^ ; K **—> K^ the inclusion-functor) and 
It 
the sy3tem { <&^ j <U e VI ] and, i f aome K', § : Jk ~± K' 
eatiafying atatement 2) are given, alao the sy3tem {^<u- ', 
U e V/ \ such that K 4 1 *- ^ 5 $**'- * > < & * • - © » 
dx'2'' is the set of all diagrams *$ c *̂  , where <$t e 
e (& u \^ •; $ ; K —> K' 13 a functor which preserves 
direct limits of all diagrama from <&U and if V <-? ̂  , 
then $ « ^ ft # $ ̂  t> c lay preserved direct limits of 
all diagrams from dr and inverse limits of all diagrama, 
V L qi has a direct limit in K • Evidently, K -* 
c U K1^ has the properties required in the lemma. If 
4l€W 
H Is a strongly inaccessible cardinal satisfying (a),(b) 
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(0* U),(b) ,(©)), then evidently ceuui W & th y consequent-
ly mnd, K"*' & th <or, moreover, tout HKCcfd) < H 
f0r every c, at s K ̂  , respectively). 
Note: a) It is easy to see,[3J, that if A is • full sub-
category of K t every co e K°" is a sua of a collection 
in A and every collection in A has a sum in K t then 
every collection in' K has a sum in K . 
b) It is easy to see (using I.9,Note 3) that lemma II.2 
remains valid if A $ K, K' are partially ordered seta 
(if K £s only a quasi-ordered set, talcs some of its ske-
letons containing A ) . 
c) Thus using a) b) we obtain the following proposition 
(choose V to be the set of all discrete subcategories of 
A ): 
Let (A, ~i ) be a partially ordered set, C* c vtfu A . 
Then there exists a complete lattice ( K , H ) such that: 
1) A C K t the inclusion mapping L : Jk, —> K is 
strongly order-preserving (i.e* if a,,Jtr€ A then a,-* 
H jjy <pm^ a H Jy y. & jh, € & then ***j%, A ** 
**&uf%>KA whenever <*^«A exists, if A a Jk, then 
**rf^4%> m 4m*K A whenever ^nf^ A exists. 
2) If ( K % 'H ) ia a complete lattioe and § : A ~+ K' 
is an arder-preserving mailing (i.e. if a> f Ar e A ? 
then a* A Jit *-» To,)$ *-** C#-> # ) whieh preserves least 
upper bounds of all elements of t , then there exists 
exactly one mapping §' i K —* K ' such that $ ' preser-
ves least upper bounds of all H c K and L $ / -= $ • 
U*3* Thgorem: Let 1 be a small category. Let & be 
a set of diagrams (or a class of collections) in A , let 
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V be a class of diagram schema (or a class of discrete ca-
tegories, respectively). Then there exists a. V -complete 
category K such that: 
1) M, is a full subcategory of K f the inclusion-functor 
l ;/fe->K is ($r , \z)-preserving* 
2) If K' is a V -complete category and if $ ; At —* K * 
is a (&-preserving functor, then there exists a K -
preserving functor $'; K —• K'; unique up to natural equi-
valence, suoh that $ - I, $ ' . If V is a set, then K 
is a small category* Moreover, if M is a strongly inac-
cessible cardinal satisfying (a),(b) from lemma) II.2, 
then ocvtcL K"*& M • Moreover, if (o) is satisfied, then 
caxd, HK CcfoL) < a for every c, de K**'. 
Proof;!. First suppose that V is a set* Let 4i4» be the smal-
lest regular cardinal suafc that >#*»v > ca*^ K^ whenever A e 
e V • Let /*, be the smallest ordinal with <uuu£ tt, » **** * 
Using lemma II.2 ofte may construct (by transfinite induction) 
the monotone syatHm { K ^ j ^ e l i } of small categories 
(denote by 4 ̂  ; K4*'-* K44' the inclusion functor), the sys-
tem {&**) *,€Ti?,and f if K' and $;Jfc,-*K' satisfying 
2) are given, also the system {§^j <u, eT^ } such that 
K° * A , <&°- fr , $ 5 - $ 5 fl^ is the set 
of all diagrams ^ 4 ̂  f where 1^ € 
€ <& f and of all ^ L %, 7 whera juf < AA* , and ^ is * 
V -diagram in K4* j <, £, is < ^ ^ ' ¥ > P ^ e s ^ i n « i 
<jY*% K ^ — • K' is a 4?^ -reserving functor an! §*+' ~ 
~\,** §«- * if ̂  is a V-diagram in K*4* f then 
^ t ***' has a direct limit in K44**4 # The% evidantl^r 
' - 3? -
K m Li- K*4, has the properties required in the theorem. 
XI* How let V be a class* Isomorphism is an equivalence 
relation on V , denote by V some choice-class. For eve-
ry cardinal m» denote by 1 ^ the set of all Jv e V 
such that cwccL A'm' < <***> - Using part I of the present 
proof one may construct (by transfinite induction) the mono-
tone system { K ^ j 4H* e N } of small categories ( N 
denotes the class of all cardinsls^ the system {dr^ 7 A***- & 
€ N f » and, if there are given K' and $ ; M, -> K' sa-
tisfying II.3.2), also the system f $ ^ ; 4rt< e INI } such 
that: M/ » K° f G^ is the system of all V ^ -diagrams 
*n K**. > If ^ < /*#* t then the inclusion-functor t ̂  ; 
K*. ~~* *U* la <<&^)u(^,K* )-pTeeervingi eve-
ry diagram from G^ has a direft limit in K^. 5 $><, «• §, 
$*+» * K**-"> K' is a functor such that $>#, » L ^ * $44* 
- __ >"*• 
fer 44* -c ,-***- and $,**, is 0^ u ffr t ^ > -pre-
serving, fhen evidently K * U K^ has the properties 
required in the theorem. 
* II* 4* Not ft: If V is a set of diagram schema and if e-
*ery *$£ e G is a V -diagram, then it follows from theo-
rem 11*3 that tbel-e exists "une solution du probleme d" appli-
cation universelle pour E relatlvement a la donnie de Z , 
G* et ol" (of .[2] fp.43)f where "ensembles munis d'une 
structure d'espece 2L w are skeletons of small V -comple-
te categories, * gr -morphismfcs" are functors preserving di-
rect limits of all V -diagrams, * £ * is a skeleton of a 
mmlX category and * <x-applications" are functors preser-
ving direct limits of diagrams from Cr * further "aolu-
tiona du problems d'application universelle" are given in 
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the following theorems• 
-£-£•5. Theorems Let A be a small category, l e t &d. > 
&i be se t s of diagrams in J^ (or classes of col lect ions in 
Je, ) . Let l£ 9 Vi be classes of diagram schema (or c l a s -
ses of discrete categories, respect ively) . 
Then there ex is ts a ( Vd 9 Vi ) -complete category K such 
that: 
1) A i s a f u l l subcategory of K , the inclusion-functor 
u :A~>K Is (&CLJ &4, ) -preserving* 
2) If K' i s a CV^ 7 Vi ) -complete category and (f ; Jk~* 
--> K * i s a (ted 1 % ) -preserving functor, then 
there ex i s t s a ( K * , K * ) -preserving functor $ : 
K —•* K' , unique up to natural equivalence, such that 
$ & t « $ ' » X f \ £ , l £ are s e t s , then K i s a small 
category. 
Moreover, i f H% i s a strongly inaccessible cardinal s a -
t i s fy ing (a) , (b) from lemma II .2 with <& » <% u C^ , 
V * l& u Vi , then co*^6 K*"' £ H . Moreover, i f 
(c) i s sa t i s f i ed , then cwccC HK Cc,d J < j4 for every 
C, <£ e Ka . 
Proof: I . First suppose that & and l£ are s e t s . Let •**** 
be the smallest regular cardinal such that 4^>GotHd4y%^%VduV^ 
l e t n, be the smallest ordinal such that <uvu£ n* -* '***- * 
To given ^ « T ^ 7 ^ > 0 l e t there be constructed the systems 
iK"9ju,*T^} , {<%, Mel^} , { G f ; u, m T ^ J , i f some/ 
K' and $ with the properties required in the theorem are 
given, then also the system {§*"} u, e T^, f such that: 
l)K°« A, C g . ^ , ^ - ^ , $'-$t{K"t **T„J ** 
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a monotone system of small categories; for <tr ,<z 44, deno-
te by u£; K^—¥ K**0 the inelusion-funetor; &£ and 
&£ are sets of diagrams in K4* j §^% K44, ~-» K' i s 
• functor* 
2) Fur tr* <, 44, f t £ i s (&£ , IrT) -preserving; 
' f ^ - C $ * and S4* i s ((%&, 1fcf)-preserving* 
3) For Isolated 44, > 0 j i f 44- i s odd, thgn s 
t^-ia a l^-diagra*?; 
i f ^ i s a Vi -diagram in K""* then 
^ t ^ _ naa an inverse limit in K'"" j 
•C-* ie?, then' *Z - **'"' C- " ̂ C »' 
t£ is a V£ -diagram J, <fr^ - &?'* •<-%.-< > 
if ty la & V^-diagram in K"*"' then ^t t **" has a '4A.~4 x n o n T / Í . / 
direct limit in K4* . 
4) If 44> i s non-isolated, then K^ ** U K^ f C£ i r < .44*" ' *** 
We are to construct K4** , G^1* , fi***, $** • however, this 
Is simple* If 44^ is non-isolated, then the construction is 
evident* If 44,9 is isolated, use lemma 11*2 whenever AA% 
is even, and the dual to lemma 11*2 (i.e. replace "direct" by 
"inverse" and conversely) whenever 4CQ is odd. 
Then put K m ^L K ** % thia has the required properties* 
II* If %L and V± are classes, then the proof is analo-
guous te that of theorem II. 5. 
11*6* Using lemma I*89 the following lemma may be proved 
easily: 
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is Let Jk be a small category, M a set of diagrams 
in A . Then there exists a small category K such that 
it is a fuiX subcategory of K , the inclusion-*unctor 
i* :Jt, —• K is ( A £ > *-& )-preserving and every ^ t * 
where Ĵt « \f , has a direct limit in K • 
11.7. Using lemma II.6 and its dual (i.e. replace "di-
rect" by "inverse" and conversely) the following theorems 
are proved easily: 
Theorem A: Let A* be a small category, V a set of dia-
gram schema. Then there exists a small ( V, V ) -complete 
category K. such that Jk, is a full subcategory of K 9 
and the inclusion-functor t J A - » K is (A > Jk )m 
preserving. 
Theorem B: Let A be a small category. Then there exists 
a complete category K such that 4 isa full subcatego-
ry of K and the inclusion-functor is ( A - ^ ^ - p r e -
serving. 
11.8. Hots: If a small category A has a system of null 
moronisms, then the category K from theorems II.? A), IX. 
7 B) also does* The theorems II.3 and II. 5 may be modified 
for categories with a system of null moronisms as follows 
(use Note 1.8 and Note 1.9*2) in the proofs): 
.Definition* Every couple { Cf 9 fi> > where ? isa smaXX 
category and <ft c J"™ , wiiX be caXXed a diagram sche-
ma with a fixity* If J/ is a discrete category and ft, m 0} 
than i $ « -fv > will be called m discrete diagram schema 
with a fixity* Let V be a class of diagram schema with 
a fixity, 1st Jk be * category with a system of null morph-
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lams* Let < Cf, fv > e V, and *($> : 7 -* 4t a functor 
such that (co) ̂  ia a null morphiam for every <JC e fb -
Then ^ will be called a V -diagram in Jk, • If V 
(or W ) is a cla88 of diagram schema with a fixity, 
then every category <h, with a syatem of null morphiama, 
in which every V -diagram (or W -diagram) haa a di-
root (or an inverse) limit, will be called V -complete 
(or W -complete, respectively). If it ia both Y -
complete and V -complete, then it will be called 
( V , w ) -complete. 
Theorem (II.3)*: Let 4 be a email category with a syatem 
of null morphiama| C- a set of diagrams in Jk, (or a 
class of collections in <#& ), V a class of diagram 
schema with a fixity (or a class of discrete diagram sche-
ma with a fixity, respectively)* Then there exists a V ~ 
complete category K such that: 
1) M la a full subcategory of K , the inclusion-func-
— • *~~w 
tor t : Jk> —* K is C 4> , Jkr) -preserving. 
2) If K' is a V -complete category and if $ : Jk, -* K1 
—^ 
la a & -preserving null functor, then there exists 
a K^ -preserving null functor $ /s K ~* K*, unique 
up to natural equivalence, auoh that $ « t • $ ' • 
If V is a set, then K is a small category. 
Moreover, if H is a strongly inaccessible cardinal &sr 
tiefying (a),(b) f*om lemma II#2, then ca*d K™ ^ M * 
Moreover, if (o) ia satisfied, then cateCH^ (efd) < ft 
for all cf d c K r • 
theorem (11,5)#: Let A be a small category with a system 
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of null morphisms. Let <G^ , <ft̂  be sets of diagrams in 
M/ (or classes of collections in Jk, )• Let V^ ., Vi be 
classes of diagram schema with a fixity (or classes of dis-
crete diagram schema with a fixity, respectively). Then the-
—-> f— 
re exists a ( V^ , V± ) -complete category K with a 
system of null morphisms such that: 
1) M/ is a full subcategory of K , the inclusion-functor 
l ; le, —> K is (<D~o<G-i) -preserving. 
2) If K' is a ( \4 t *£ ) -complete category and <$ ; 
it — > K' is a ( Cr^ ; <&- )-preserving null func-
tor, then there exists a ( K^, Kv* ) -preserving null 
functor $ ' i K —> K }unique up to natural equivalence, 
such that $ » L # $ ' • 
If \^j Vi are sets, then K is a small category. Fur-
thermore, for a strongly inaccessible cardinal H the sa-
me conclusions obtain as in theorem II.5* 
II.9. Corollary to theorem (II#5)': 
Let 4 be a category with a system of null morphisms; let 
Jfo be a category such that Aif • {<*>f <& 1 t & 4* <tr, 
M**{-£a,>*&t<x>?fil >where oc , /I <s H^ (*,, Jr)t <*, * fi . 
Let "fyi *h~+Jk be a V -diagram, where V• {<Jv,iflJ>h 
Let ( a ) ! ^ , ^ } ) be its direct limit in Je, , let 
<<tr){*%c, ?fy I ) be its inverse limit in Jt . Then it 
is well-known that , 
^ is a kernel of Toe }*^> i£^ is a 
cokernel of C<& ) *€$* . Consequently the following theo-
rem follows immediately from theorem (II.5)'-
Let 4 be i small category with m system of null morph-
isms. Then there exists a small category K with. a. system 
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of null oorphisms suoh that 
lJ M, i s a ful l subcategory of K , the inclusion-functor 
t i M? —¥ K preserves kernels and eokernels of a l l 
morphisms existing in M • Every morphiam of K has m ker-
nel and a cokernel in K • 
2) If K' i s a category with a system of null morphisms, in 
which every morphism has a kernel and a. cokernel, and i f 
^ t M> —» K* i s * null functor which preserves kernels 
and eokernela existing in M , then there exists a null 
functor $ ' ; K —• K' > unique up to natural equivalence, 
such that <j& a t- . $ / and $ # preserves kernels and co-
kernels. 
Moreover, if {4 i s a strongly inaccessible cardinal such that 
mtdt^gk H f ^en MJUL K"* £ H • Moreover, i f 
MMd HfrCGfd )< H -for a l l cf cL e M,*$ then ca*d HK(cfd)< 
< j4 for a l l cf & m K
00
 m 
11.10. The theorem for partially ordered sets , analogous 
to Theorem II. 5, may be proved in the same mmtmert only using 
33*2 Note b)* If we choose V^ « l£ * {M>0 / f where J% i s 
a discrete category such that M% i s a two-point set, and 
if every element ©f tird u 4r^ i s ^ -diagram, we obtain 
the following theorem: 
list CM/f <4 } be a partially ordered set, let ^ c Jfc.x ^ 
®^ G M* M M/. then there exists a lattice ( K * H ) suoh 
that 
I) J^ c K f tlie inclusion mapping t ; M —* K i s strong-
ly order-preserving (i.e» i f af &G M $ then au H &$«* 
4+0* H & J, i f < & , ^ > € # 4 then A**fi^{af $>]** 
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m*>*i<fi>K{&,&} whenever AUf^io,^} exists* i f <£Lf 
4 r > € €*,{, then AMJ^{Q,fdrj - <*i-fK { a , , - M whenever 
mf {cbyJlrJ e x i s t s . 
2) I f ( K' , H ) i s a l a t t i ca and § .- M - * K' i s an 
order-preserving mapping ( i . e . i f a>} Jr e Jk, then a, ~i 
~j &>** <a>) $ «J « * ) $ ) which preserves least upper 
bounds of a i l elements of <0a and greatest lower 
bounds of a l l elements cf €*£ 9 then there ex i s t s ex-
actly one latti^e-homomorphisffi $ # ; K —* K* which ex-
tends $ • 
I I I . Embedding theorems for arbitrary categories. 
The present section treats the same problems as sect ion 
II; however, i t i s not assumed that M* i s a small category. 
The s ituation i s then rather different. 
I I I . l . The theorems II .7 A) and II .7 B) are incorrect 
i f we do not suppose that the category Jv i s small. Moreo-
ver, the following proposition i s not true: 
If M, i s an arbitrary category, then there ex i s t s a category 
K such that Ms i s Isomorphic with a f u l l subcategory of 
K , the embedding functor I s Je- —> K preserves sums 
of a l l two-point col lect ions in Jt and ^ t ; where ^£ 
i s a given two-point col lect ion in Jk> , has a sum in K . 
T h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g e x a m p l e wi l l be ~. 
given now: 
Let > ^ be a posit ive cardinal, Cf^ a s e t , mtusL ^ • » <M>? 
denote by ^u^ the category as in the diagram ( i d e n t i t i -
es are not indicated), where -£ varies over Ct^ f and 
for I t j . € J ^ put . 4 5 m 
It is easy to see that < M j -f.ru/ , V j > is the sum of 
the collection { C, J> f in M,^ and that {A, &} has 
no sum in "fe^ • ket K be a category which contains 
Jbm as a full subcategory and such that {A , & J has 
a sum in K (denote it by < S $ { *% , t£ ? > ) and 
that < M Hf**, ̂  f > is the sum of { C , J> } in K . 
We shall prove that necessarily cwtoL HK(A, S ) 2 4H- .Deno-
te by y the canonical morphism of the direct bound 
< N*f {<*> ; 0} > in K . Shice t£ . y « oc, #*, • <* * 
sje ̂  . <it f of * + ^. f the*e i0 35 * ?£ + T& • ^4 * 
' How < S $ {#£ * % ) P * *£ * * is the direct bound of f C, D ? 
in K f denote by 1^ its canonical morphism* Choose so-
me i 0 e 3**, • * f hen ^ . r . f£ . 9 » ^ * % -<^«. #i • ^ • 
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whenever ^ 4s i, • Let now Jk. be the category obtained 
by binding together all -fc^ (for all positive cardinals 
AM- ) at the objects A ; 8 • Equip all symbols for ele-
ments of (Mfa ) * u (fo^i,) $ except for the objects A 9 
0 , by a suffix 4H> , and extend the definition of Jt, 
as follows: If Mi>> -# Ai> 7 then the set H ^ ( C
4*"9 N
4*0) P 
or Hh (V** 9 N***) or H*, C M***, N" ) contains 
exactly one morphism, denoted C^^ or cL^X*, °** 
«n,£ respectively. Put H^C^M4*) - f i * & ; * * 3*, ? 
for 4H> * 4i> .It 4H" 4* 44- * f, put ^r** , dfc'** » 
Then it is easy to see that every ^ H * is a full subca-
tegory of A , <M**s {<"*•% *>"*!> is the sum of < £***% 
D*1* ? in A and {A, B } has no sum in A , If 
now K is a category such that Jk, is a full subcategory 
of K , < M ^ j - f ( U ^ , v**?> is the sum of £C**% J) ""7 
in K and { A , fi? has a sum in K , denoted by < S } 
{ v^ 7 V& } > , then necessarily owed HK (A, S ) £ .*#£ 
for every cardinal AH* , which is impossible. 
III. 2. The proof of theorem II.3 is based on a const-
ruction by transfinite induction. However, within the Ber-
nays-Godel set-theory this cannot be carried out for catego-
ries which are not small. On the other hand, this is possible 
in any model of set theory where classes are modelled by 
sets. The existence of such a model follows from the existen-
ce of a strongly inaccessible cardinal number. 
But it is well-known that the existence of a strongly inac-
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cessible cardinal is not provable (from the axioms of the 
••t-theory), and neither consistency not inconsistency of 
the existence of such * cardinal number with the axioms of 
the set-theory has been proved* Now we shall suppose that 
there exists such • cardinal number H» % and we will 
sketch the construction in this case* Denote by T the 
set of all cardinals smaller than H . Put U 0 » {0\ • 
For ot^e T put ^ % U U, , 1 £ - & " <&* Y* ) , 
U+ « V^ u se/v & > U - U U^ . Then the sets of 
the model are all subsets of U , the power of which is 
smaller than M t and the classes of the model are all 
subsets of U . The relation 6* of belonging to in 
this model is a partlalisation of € . The construction 
of this model is given in detail in III. 
Using theorems 11*3 and II*5 for categories of the model, we 
obtain the following result: 
If the existence of a strongly inaccessible cardinal number 
is consistent with the axioms of the set-theory, then the 
following theorems are also consistent with the axioms of the 
set-theory ***: 
x) The assumption of existence of a strongly inaccessible car-
dinal is weaker, of course, than axiom A 5 given in [11]. The 
construction of a set U to follow is the construction of 
universe* 
xx) These theorems are true in the model* 
Theorem At Let Jk be an almost-category , let © be a 
cJLaas of diagrams in Jk , let V be a class of diagram 
—^ 
schema*. Then there exists a V -complete almost-category 
K such that: 
1) Jk is a full sub-almost-category of K , the inclusion-
functor L i Jk —> K is ( & , Jkz ) -preserving; 
2) If K' is a V* -complete almost-category and $ i Jk ~+ 
—y K' is a <& -preserving functor, then there exists 
a K -preserving functor $ ' : K .—> K' f unique up 
to natural equivalence, such that $ * ^ • $ ' . 
Theorem B: Let 4 be a category, let O- be a s e t 
of diagrams in A f V a class of diagram schema. Then 
there exists a V -complete category K such that: 
1) Jk, is a full subcategory of K , the inclusion-func-
tor t, : -4i> —> K is ( <tx , Jk,z ) -preserving. 
2) If K' is a V*-complete category, and if $ : A -+ K' 
is a & -preserving functor, then there exists a K -
preserving functor $ ' : K —-» K # f unique up to natu-
ral equivalence, such that t $ ' = $ • 
x) The notion of the almost-category is obtained if, in the 
definition of the notion of the category, we omit the axiom 
that all morphisme from one object to another are to form a 
set. Notions such as functors, their direct limits and so on 
may be introduced for almost-categories without any change. 
The diagram In an almost-category is a functor, the domain of 
which is a small category. A diagram schema is a small cate-
gory. 
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Theorem 0: Let M, be a category Cor almost- category). Let 
%*. f &i be sets ^or <*l*ases) of diagrams in Jft » let > 
Vk *̂ be c^^^sas of diagram schema. Then there exists a 
category (or almost-category) K such that the statements 
1) 2) from theorem II.5 are satisfied (or the statements l) 
2) from theorem II.5, where one replaces "category", "sub-
category" by Halmost-category", "sub-almost-category", res-
pectively). 
The theorems (II.3)' and (II.5)' given in 11,9 for catego-
riea with a system of null morphisms, may be reformulated 
analogously. 
III.3. Now we shall prove that if & ** 0 , then theo-
rem III.2 B may be proved for some classes V not only in 
the model, but in the theory (cf. III.5 - III.7). 
Conventions and notation : Let Jk, be a category, a, e JkT7 
let *t£ i 3̂  ~* M be a diagram in Jk , ac € H^ CCL , 
(3>^h /SeH^Co,,^')^) , £, £ * y * We shall 
say that < <x* f #> > and <C/3,^*'> are 0$. -chainable if 
there exist faf", fa, € *}* and ̂  € % C a , <^, >*$.; 
for Z s» 4f ...9 m, such that ^ » £ , fa** £*> tfi ~ **9 
*£,*, m /I and for every Z m 4,2,.**,4%~ 4 either the-
re exists m 0 m H* ($% f $>i + 4 > such that* "ft * 
* (0 )*t£ m T&+4 / or there exists a 6>€ H^ (££-M > ̂  ) 
such that fg + 4 *(#}*€£** T^ * Let f i # ^ A > 
*f i J(. -4 4 be diagrams in At, , denote by r|* 
the set of all systems <V* ~ € ^ J i*s J''/ such that: 
a) \4 * /-* for all i € 7 ^ . 
^ 6 \4 *-•• /*>-*< aC , ̂  > ̂  where ^ 6 ̂ t*", cc £ 
- f 0 -
b) <<*,/>€ Vi> »**?*, j?e?"-+C</i,£'>m V4^<at>^> 
and </&,$>'> are ^ -chainable). 
c) I, i'€j^, ffe Hy(i,i'), <<*>,?>* %,<<*',£'>€ V^^^^y 
and < (&)[ft* <*,', £' > are ^-chainable. 
111.4. Lgj!!&: Let f? : 7 -+Jk,, *£:%-~* <h be dia-
grams in M , let i/*.-* { V± -, i, e J^i e P^" . Let a, e Jj?, 
it-L'eJ"', <u, e Hji<a,,C<L)T)f ("-' * \(cc, U') F) , 
< o c , ^ > € Vi , <<*,',&'> * Vf * 
If < (U7 -L > and <(<A/, i'> are ^ - c h a i n a b l e , then 
< ("- * <*> £ > a n d < ^ / - <*', ^ ' > are ^ -cha inab le . 
Proof: I f < (^c? ^ > and <(UL', * ' > « « ^ - c h a i n a b l e , 
then there exist *<,*•«« >*<n> * ^ a n d % € Hfe ^ ̂  * 
(il ) T ) with the properties from I I I . 3 . The *%£ -chain-
ab i l i ty of < (U,. oc , ^ > and <rct / . a**', ^.'> i s proved 
eas i ly by induction according to /tt- • 
111.5. Theorem: Let Jt be a category, \/ a c lass of 
diagram schema. 
Then there ex i s t s a category K with the following proper-
t i e s : 
1) M, is isomorphic with a full subcategory of K , the 
embedding-functor 4, ; Je* ~* K is Jh,* -preserving. 
If ^ is a V -diagram in Jk , then <g£ i, has a di-
rect limit in K # 
2) If K' is a "V^-complete category and § : Jk, -*• K # a 
functor, then there exists a functor ($' t K —f* K # > oni*-
que up to natural equivalence, such that $ « 4* » $ 
and <£' preserves direct limits of all ^ 4 ? where 
^ is a V -diagram in .>fe . 
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ggnof. I . The notation of III .3 will be used* Denote by A 0 
m category such that <kc
m' i s a one-point set; put V ** 
m \/ u i J*s0 J • Let A be a category, denote by IP the 
class of al l V -diagrams in Jk, . Let K be the catego-
ry defined as follows* K^m Pf H^ CT7 <€£)** f>& for 
every ? , ^ t c f ; the composition of morphisms in K 
i s defined as follows: if f, <€£ , M e P > tr ** i V* > 
i e ^ J e P ^ , <ur - { M£ ; > * ^ } e P* , 
then or . iir » { l t^ ) i € V} c fjf such that <oc • /3 / 
4 >€ ^ , where <<*,.,̂  > e Vi , <fi} I > € ti£ , That this 
definition of the composition i s correct follows from lem-
ma III*4* 
II . Evidently, Jt may be embedded into K as a full sub-
category; denote by L the embedding-functor ( i . e . Co,) L 
i s the diagram &: M0 —• Jk such that <L e M% **> 
m* Ci,> V » a. ) -
i n . Let now *0- : jjt - » A be a diagram, pt € V • We 
shall prove that ^ mfMmvK W t̂cl . If £ €. £** , put 
^ 4 * ^ * *^ J denote by -££ the identity ^ . e 
€ Hj^C^ , 4y ) • âfee ?^ - { ^ | e g j ^ such that 
<€^ , ^ > € \ £ - evidently, if ^ , ^ ' c ^ ^ r e 
€ H # , ^ ' > , t l * i i <**>£*> mAKCVtyP'-ep ,£' ) 
are ^JJt-ehainable, consequently i£ « CO^tff* . tCv * 
fhui < *̂ L >-{V£ > ^ € ^ l > is a direct bound of igj. L 
tn K • If < ffl > <•**£• > / € ^ ^ | > i s a direct bound 
of % L in K. f ^ -»<H^f c J=£* f then there ex-
ists a canonical morphism J% 4S (§2* f namely Jt> « 
- hi -
IV. How it is easy to see that the embedding functor preser-
ves inverse limits of all diagrams in A ; this follows from 
the part III of the present proof and from lemma I«7» 
V. Now let K1 be a category in which e^evy V -diagram 
has a direct limit, let <p ; A —* K' be a functor. We are 
to construct $ ' . Choose some £#*,„ ty § for every 
- «y * 
^ € K* (sjueh that l i tm^, #*$/— (c) $ whenever 
C € AT, U)L * f ) , and put (ty)$'m I 2 5 £ j , fy # I -
Let T9<ty € K % f i J^A,ty*? + A,tr-i\/ii+eJ*f€HK(*;ty). 
Set <*;{</*» * * J O > - A ^ ^ * ; < A ? ^ ^ e ^ > * ^ ^ * -
Choose < « i / ^ >6 l£ for every i 5 7 ^ . 
Then < ^ $ {Toc^f * ^ j i € J*0} > i s the direct bound 
in K' of ?"§ • Denote by i r ' i t s canonical morphism 
and put f v ) $ «• ir* ' ( i f we choose another < *£ » ^v >> 
then, since <-*< > ^ > and <ec^ , ^ > are tg?-chainab-
l e t there i s ^ > # . ^ - (oc'4) $ . ^ ) . Now i t i s ea-
sy to see that i f T, ty 7 2% e K**, v e p^ , vr e t>* , 
then ( u ) $ ' . (<ur)§' * (v . Mr) §' a n d 
C<~ ) $ ' « €,^% * , J consequently $' i s a functor. Ob-
ViOUaly { , $ ' * $ • 
VI. flow we should prove that §' preserves direct* l imits 
of a l l ^ 4- f where ^ i s a V -diagram in Jfc . Set 
%:%^A, S^^L m <^>{v?)£€^n,IZ^ttyc¥* 
Then C ^ W # ' « > follows immediately from the def in i t ion 
of $ ' . Set Cf)tp<, * 0% € K* ; ^then <i£~{Vjte £ * . 
Since if- i s the canonical morphism of the direct bound 
<&) i Yf 1 > o f ^ # in K' f there i s (i$)$'v ^ . 
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VII . J t regains t o prove the u n i c i t y o f $''. Let $" be 
another functor §" i K ~-> K' . which a lso preserves d i r ec t 
l i m i t s of a l l ^ <. with ^ . e K * and such tha t 
i, 0 §" & $ . We s h a l l prove tha t §' and $" are natu-
r a l l y equivalent . Let S be a skeleton of the category K ' ; 
l o t c ; K' —» 5 be the natural functor of K' onto S * 
I t i s su f f i c i en t t o prove $'c -» §"c # Evidently 
(ac)$' **(<£)§" whenever oc ** (fi) I* ; /& a Mf u J<o
n'; 
consequently ^ k §'***%(• L &" for every diagram ^ 
i n A . Let f , <€£ e K^ . Since </* ; f% ; i e 3"}> = 
« i ^ r t ; < ^ ; f 9 j ; £ fi^j >~ M^Z^t, 9 necessa-
r i l y C r ) # ' c mCr)$"cf % ) $
/ c - C9+) §" c , 
and analogously for 1^ and ^ . Let -ZA* -= «f 14 ; * & 3°~}€ 
€ ?£*• be given. Choose pl e V± , p±e H^CU) T7Cn)ty) -
Then #n « < ̂  5 f C <& ) t J - ^ ; i € J*"j > i s the d i r ec t 
bound of f t in K and v i s i t s canonical morphism. 
Since C*p)Q'c « (*&)§" c , C[ Cpt)i3 . <fc ) §'c -
* ffft><j*'c . (r&)$'c - ((Pi)i)§"c . (^)$"c -
» f CCp-t)tJ * 75^ ) $"e , necessarily (w)$'c s*(v-)§"c . 
III.6. Note and definition: For some classes V of 
diagram schema it may happen that the category K construc-
ted in III.5 is V -complete and $' (cf.111.5.2)) preser-
ves direct limits of all V -diagrams in K . Such classes 
V will be called c l o s e d . It is easy to see that 
the class of all small discrete categories and the class of 
all finite discrete categories are clos d. (If V is the 
class of all Siiall discrete categories, then the construc-
tion given here and that given in f3J are the same.) 
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How it will be proved that the class of all quasi-ordered sets 
is closed. By m modification of the proof it may be shown that 
the class of all small categories is closed (cf. flOj). 
III»7« Theorem; The class of all quasi-ordered sets i* 
closed. 
Proof: The notation of the proof of theorem III.5 is preser-
ved. Of course, P is now the class of al l presheaves in 
AR* . * 
I. Let H J ( I ; ^ > ^ K be a presheaf in K ; we shall 
prove that i t has a direct limit in K • Then (i ) \H i s 
a presheaf in *k> f denote i t by * 2£ : < *JC, *jp > .-* ,A, 
and set H.| m { S4 t i ^
 e *& $ • w© mQy suppose that ail 
the set* *^. , { i j x S / ^ ( i e I , , Z « ^ ) 
are disjoint. For every <i e I let J^ be the set of 
all * ' e I , i ' * i < i , i'> e * . Put A4 t => u {1} x 
x S? - , where i € 1 , i e ^ ; put A. » U A < / . 
Now we shall construct a presheaf $? - < ^ ? j© > «-> Jt 
such that 2̂ - 1 ^m^ Hf / . Put £ - CUj * X ) u 
u (i¥i A i } 9 <*!& - U)*2te tor £ e *£ , 
«JL,*,4:»9e -(JD+W for < £ , *, £ > e A4/t . 
Now define relations V , V on X as follow*t 
t X . V ^ ^ ^ s s < i ^ ; ^ ) € / 4 . / i and either fy ** £ 
(then put '<£* « *U)*m >
 0T ¥ € *& t i' * h > 
<*- € HA((jt)*1t, (ty)
l'W) (then put ^ - ? *0 , ) . 
X % ^ ^-** . x ^ € tj£ for some i € I . and 
X *p y. (then put h* ** lW+ >. 
Put j? » % o t6 , !••• <«X,y > e jo if and only 
if there exists a * such that <xfx>£^ff, <Xfnf>€
lS* 
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Put * f ** <p u % u A f where A i s the diagonal of 
3t x _£ * I t i s easy to see that p i s reflexive and tran-
s i t i v e . Put 2C** - - ^ a g for < X 7 / ^ > 6 A ; 2 * ^ - _ 
- % / - for < x ; 1 f > € % , g * ^ ^ * m*6+ for 
< * , # > € V , < ^ , ^ > € *# • Evidently 3t s < IsC ,p >~* -& 
as defined above i s a presheaf in M • 
I I . How we shal l define ч "ЭЄ 3£ such that < *%€ 5 
i %% ) i e l } ) wi l l be the direct l imit of H in K 
(<*"> &y 3€ -chainable with <-£ 
course ^(Jt)-m
 € H&, cu>fae9 U)Ve) ). 
Pшt 
a l l 
'Ш+Ж > 
i s the set of 
ЛУ (of 
a) First prove that %% -» H | . ^ , for every <i,i'>e 
€' A> ; i t i s suff ic ient to prove th i s for t 4- * / only. 
Let Z i *&, , </h, £'> e SYZ be given, l e t /S € 
e Hj^CU)^, W)*'X) < It i s suff ic ient to f ind 
< cA, / > € W ^ , <</", / ' > e ^ ^ « A ***** <d-fI>,</3'<T', 
£'>are IC-chainitMe «£,ß,Г»ЭЄ 
ß 
~ш*н >£> a n đ 
ČTe-ť) 
Ш ^ 
put <cf, 1" > - <^-4g, -̂  > , 
Xd", I' > = 
* * ̂ rr; *'« > ^' > 
We shall show that 
</l , t'> are 
i _ _ _ _ _ _ 
?e -ohainable.. '(£)+%(£ e^st) 
Take 4 - /, l^<X,fi, £•>, 4 -r, 37- ̂ fe , Tz - *«Ar/*->*• 
•«-*«. A M , i t . ' *4 = ^ •"* 4P4^'^'-^ 
b) Let now H ' « < r ; { v / i t f l j ) be a direct 
bound of N in £ , l e t v{ = {Mf 4 -, it Yj • - - *» 
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Cťt^XWe^k) 
ea#y to see that there exists exactly one canonical luorph-
ism of H' in K , namely v « {Vf (*)#•. /«* £ *atuAi? 4 € J}f 
where ^ : %& u A± -> *2C i s a mapping such that (Z) $ti ** 
~4 for 4, e *£ , (<t?p>,£' >)n4t ** I for <4,/2%X'>e 
e A i 
I I I . Now we shall prove that §>' preserves direct l imits 
of a l l presheaves in K . Let H : < I ; • * > - » K be a 
presheaf in K . The notation from parts I and II of the 
present proof wi l l be "used. Set < * a ; { +<f ; I e *<£ } > «• 
m JtimCK,
 lyt§, <a; {1$ ; -x ett} >'= &^,f ze § . 
If ?Z& e StU > f%t € W**,W>*'X ) , then \ • 
. (MY)§''« <p/^ ) $ . l'<ft, ; th i s follows direct ly from 
the dpfinition of # ' . <CX)$4'; {(*%)§'} i e 7} > 
i s direct bound of H §' in K' , since < #£ 5 •f'H > 
i e J J ) i s the direct bound of H in K ;* \f -
. Cti1.i )$'-* t £ whenever x « Z e %£ . Let now < .-#*; 
{%•; * * - 0 > ^ a direct bound of H / # ' in K' , 
Set ^ - *£ . Yi • T n * n < ^ > { * * * ; - * * *af/ > 
i s the direct bound of *X $ in K' , and i f <^, * '> € 
arCjp*' ) $ . *oC- . Put cc^ - *cc, whenever either .X » 
• j i t i t or x e <I,<x, £ > € A± . Then O ; / * , j 
X € ^ } > i s a direct bound in K' of 'H§ ; deno-
te by f i t s canonical morphlsm in^ K' » i»e» v^ * f *** ^ * 
?hen **£ . (<*%)$' . / - *$£ \ ¥4 whenever <L e 1 , 
Jt € % ; and thus C-tJJi)#' . f » y% for a l l * e J . 
Fh» unicity of such a morphism need be proved* Let also 
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(%%)<$'. f - ifi for some f and all i e 1 . Then 
*S • f' • «&x f or all *x € i e *<af ; if >:'« <£,<*,,£ ><s 
e At, x m £ e
 4£ 7 then cc^ - <x,^t , Cx )X - Cx')de 9 
<*%*>*f>, * * - *e*)ic> *k,-CVt*)i.<^- vx , 
and consequently *£, . f ** cC^* * Since f is also 
the canonical morphism of the direct bound <Jr^{<x,x;xe^tl> 
of 2*£# in K' t necessarily f'~f • 
APPENDIX. 
The proof of lemmas 1.2 will be given now. The proof of 
lemma 1.2 A is given explicitly; the modifications necessa-
ry for the proof of learns* 1*2 B are indicated at the appro-
priate places in parentheses C D * 
Let there be given a category A , let a-, Jr e Z°*. For 
%^wtn p e H^ fa, c ) with c 4* a, , let there be gi-
ven a morphism ^p e H^ (Ar9 c ) such that statements 
a) b) from the lemma are satisfied* 
A) .Sjppgst tftflt e^ - <* . fl ; where at > a-, oc e Hz(o,fd), 
/* e H^ fd , a ) : 
Fut vf4 ** ̂ oC . /3 . Then evidently (U, -j> • ^ P f a r eve"* 
jy f e H^ fa, c ), e 4* a- • if $ ; .1 —> K is a fune-
tor and there exist* a ft/ € HK ((Jb>)$f (a)§ ) such that 
fl/ * Cp)§ ** C^jp )§ K whenever p> e H^ (a,, cL) 7 d 4- a*, 
then necessarily C(t4,)§ m ^u' • Consequently we may put 
M m t , W *> § < -
Convention: Let m, be arbitrary positive integer, let M 
be a ttoa-eapty set . An /n -tuple <Vm̂  . . . . ; /m^ } °^ e*
er 
mtttts of M is an element m,^ e M for at ** 1 9 
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and for m, & 1 i t i s a mapping of the set {4,*.., m*% 
into the set M such that the image of each i e{4,*. > /rt? 
i s m,. e M ; then /nt» i s called i - th member of the 
/ri - tuple. Now l e t nn be an element, l e t M be a 
s e t , l e t rfl be a posit ive integer. Denote by M ,̂ the 
set of a l l n - tuples of elements from the set M v {art } 7 
at least one member of which i s m • The fact that M n 
n (n^i M ^ } = & wi 1 1 ^ denoted by !m I # M , f he 
fact that for every set M there ex is ts an /m such 
that m, £ # M wi l l often be used. 
B) Suppose that A) does not hold and a, + Ar . 
We shal l describe a category My with the required proper-
t i e s . Take some (U, £ * ^'"v . Put ^^«- ^*", HA(c,d)** 
** Hg(c, d ) for every c , <i € A ^ ; at 4- a- . Let 2 
be the set of a l l & e H^ fa. , a. ) such that 3" - oo . /$ , 
where oc € H^ fa-, c ) y /le H^(c , a ) for some e -# a< * 
Set 21'~ Hz(a,a,) - JT . P u t WK(d,Q,)m H ^ # , a ) u H 
for every c£ e V, where H = H^ (d, &)*{fl f x 2 / # 
£ Moreover i t i s necessary to identify < ^ ^ , <<£ , & > 
with o ^ ^ where <u denotes the null morphisms. I> 
I t i s sufficient to define the composition only when some 
factor i s an element of H (for other cases the composi-
t ion law i s given by the requirement that Z i s to be -a sub-
category of A )• Let V be a morphism of X into<x£r , 
l e t 6 e H^ (a , a ) * Set < V ; (Z , S >*» < v, (Z, 6 > i f 
G c Z/ 9 and < > > , { £ , # > * . * V . ^ * . /J i f f e 21 , 
^ s ^ . / S i O C ^ H ^ f a , ^ ) , Put p * <%>, (il, & > ** 
**(f»T),fi;G) for p € l"* j 
<V, ( tc ,6>«T* <v ; ( i t , 6". f >* for -r € Ht (a, a) ; 
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<V,ftfe).T« V.^Ce.tr) for tr e H^ Ca, a )f c * a. ; 
<V, (U>,6>. <v',(iZ,6'>« <v.f4,Ce.V), (iZ, C> toe 
v'e H£Ca,)r) . 
The associative law for this composition will now be proved. 
s) Evidently p. (ft. <v, (ZZ, e > ) m Cp . f>') . <V, (LZ, 6> for 
9>?' * *"* J 
b) l<->>,(Ll,6>.v).'c'm<v,(LZ,6> . Ctr .v') f w r e 
eHt(a-,a), t'e 4,*"- ; 
c) (<•>>,<£, e>.tr).t'mV.(U.(e.tr).t'm V.fl,(e.T.'V')s<-»,(iZ,6>.(z:T:') 
tot * c H2 (a, c ) , t'e H£ Cc,cL), c + a + d ; 
d)t<V,/cS, 6>.v).*'» •>>.lu.Ce.t:).'t:'m<v,(LZ,C6.-v>.t'>*~<v, 
(bL,6>*(r.v')tor tr e Hz (a>,c)7 t'e H£ (c, a) ; 
e) (P. «•>>, (ZZ1e>'V)^Cp.<^,(ZZ , e ». t for p,ve 
e l"* J 
f K < V , £L,6>.<i>',<LZ,6'».f- <r>.^(e.V'),(LZf6'.-r>* = 
•&fP,*>'K
,»J,fit*
t>'V)tar -c e H£ (a,a); 
«) (<V,(^,e>.<V%(ZZ,6'».r^ •0.(u(e.V
,)'(u.(6'.'ir)-y>.(U.(6. 
••»'.e(*'.V))M<I>,(U>,6>. «*',{5.,6'>.v) for re^Ca,c),c*a; 
h) p. (<^>f<Z,e> • <V',(LZt6'»* <f>.v.(U.C6. V'),(il,6'> -
~(p-<->i,<€L,6»'<^', (U,6'> for (p «• £"• . 
i ) <V,t<Zt*>.<p. <•»',<&, e'» « <v.^(6.p. v'), (tZ,6'> = 
» «'>>>&, 6>.p)- <-»',<ZZ,6'> tor <p e l*"- . 
j) C<i>> &. e>. <*', pz,e'». <v", (Lz, e">- <v.^ (e.v'),lut 
e'>^"><tz,6">'<^-«. (e. v) .^(6'. v"), fZ, e">- <-».ftCe. 
.v''t+ <V. v">-)>t<~z,e"> ~ <*>,/ZZ,o ) . <v'.(UC6'.»"), 
&, 6*>* <v, f, e>,( <v',(s, e' >-<v",(tZ,6" » . 
Set <** " <<^, /•*•> *„. > • Then evidently <V, (a, 6>« 
- V . ^ ' 6 " a<ld C*- :f> » (U.P for every 
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<p € H^ (a, <•), c + a • 
Now let $:£->> K be a functor with the properties fpom 
the lemma. To show that $ can be extended to the whole A 
it suffices to ppove the following implication: 
p.(u,.G**p'.(ut,. G'*=$(p)$'(U,'.(&)§** (p')$ .(US. (G') $ . 
The implication i s t r i v i a l C i f p . (u . 6 4 ^ and. I> 
i f 6~? G' e X ' j then necessarily jo =-. p ' ; ff m 6' . If 
6 e K and jo . (U. . & ** p' • ^ •^ / C#a>3then &' e T . 
Let tf» cc . /I , 0".= ot'. /l',cc$ H£ (a,<z)t <K'$ H^(a9 ct) . 
Then p.^oC./S * p .(U..G *p'.fA>-G'**p'.(Ct#.'./&'p&c& thus 
6 p ) $ . {tt,'.(G) § sz (p')§ *(U,'. ($') $ . The proof i s ana<~ 
logous i f &, G'e H^ (a, c ) } c =*- a, # The unicity 
of the extension of § such that ru/ i s the image of ftc 
i9 evident.C-f p*(u,.6'z&> then also $)<£>-f±'. (6)$*(p')§ .<uf.(0")$O 
C) Suppose that A) does not hold and a- - Jr : 
First the following sublemma wi l l be proved: 
Sjĵ iejgma5 Let G be a semigroup with the unit -€ <I and 
with the zero 0 D . Let H c G- ; i e t -e ^ H ^ l e t jo * 6. 
.p'eH fop every p7 £>'e G , & e H . Fop every 
6 e H l e t there be given some ^ 5 e H w i t h ^ . p = 
~t(6 .p) . Then there exis ts a semigroup P such that: 
1) G* i s a subsemigpoup of P f -e i s the unit of P C 
0 i s the zero of P 3 , and thePe ex i s t s a /tt € P such 
"that (UL.&»TG for a l l 6 e H ; 
2) i f $ i s a homomopphism of (r into some semigroup 61' 
with unit -€ Cand zero 0 ' D , ( -e )c f « c ' 
£ " ( 0 ) $ * 0' 3 f and i f there ex i s t s a (u/ e <r' 
such that / a /* f<-T)$ * C,6")<J fop evepy 6" € H 1 
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then there exisits exactly one homomorphism W: P —.> &' 
amh that (Jcc) W -» (U.' and that # -» t, • ^ for the i n -
clusion « - : ( ? - » F . 
J) Every «C6 P may he written in the form oc « 
* a*! * - . . • «?c^ , inhere, co, e (r, cc+ € {(U}u EG~({-t\u H)J 
for i ** 2 ; . .*-Tt and i f oĉ  4- ^ ; then <&^ + 4 ** (^ 
for -£ ** 4r.*, m> - 1 • This expi?es«-ic»i is uni-t̂ e C -for <?c #- 0J . 
Proof of the sublemma: Ta&e some tr £ £ & . .Let P be 
the aet of a l l *i - tuples (nr\ * 1, 2 , ... Xcc^- - - , cc^ > of e l e -
ment* ^f the set (x u {tr / such that oC^ € <r <Z 7 i f 
" oL * 0 then i t « £ I> , If /TV & 2 then c C ^ 1? 7 
^ • H u f < } ^cc -£ e - f 2 , 3 , . - v /n. J ; and either 
<£. i Cx or <x. _, # G for 4, e {2, 3, ...7 <n\ . -Svi-
dently (cf. the convention) Cr c P and <<^,,.--; -<vn, > -
- = < & , . . . , / 3 ^ > i f and only i f m. - <m. and ot^ « /s^ 
for •* - < / , . . . , /n . S e t G" - (r - (T«J u H ) , and v*.& = 
•c ^.(^.^,.,6") for every & e H and posit ive integer /n. . 
Evidently ^ . p « ' ^ ( f f . p ) . Now we ahall define the com-
posi t ion in P . Let <«:,,,..., «„, > , </.>, — , . ^ >e P . Put 
<*<>• . . , * / n .> .< /3„ . . - , / ?^>= O whenever <<* . , , • • • , «-.«-> = 
•t 0 or </iir", fl,^ > • 0 > in the reroaining cases l e t >̂ 
"<<**.• fiufii,--, fin) -"«• "»i - * » 
•<*.,,.•,<*,„.,/34,,•, A** > tee fli - -C i _ 
-<^»- -»^ ,A; - -»Ar-> for *»-•" ̂ ' ^ £_f.; 
-<<*,,.-.,*^.A,/3»,--A.*>-,°r "*--- 2 ; ^ e _ f f , V A e ^ 
-<ocl,,..,<«*..., , / 8 , , . . . , / 3»_>
 f o r * * ' ^ < « G , fltv/S..*. 
•«r,A....;/3m>for - t^e G, *,* » fa e H . m. s 2 ; 
-<?;»&,••»#*,»> f o r <** ' r ? -*< e H r 
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here Cf and p are the elements of G defined as follows: 
Let -if < ^ < • -. < % ; 4
 fi ^ / * • / ^ ?? (£** 4f.. 9A) and l e t 
6t. *£ T for -£ e f 4 7 ... ,nn- 1 J i f and only i f <u * ^ 
for some £ e { 4, ...? J*,} (evidently ^ ** 1 ) • Then 
^^.rn.2C\./^v^v/\' wfc ̂  )J"- ' ' 
Now we shall prove that the composition is associative: * 
Let <**,,••/**• >;</3f;^,,/%>, < 3 ^ v ^ ; ^ > e P . The equality Cx): 
(<<*>•• ><%*>'<fit,r-,/^>)*ty 
£ h o l d s t r i v i a l l y i f <<*, f,.., cc^ > -=• (3 or </3 f ;. •, / ^ > •* tf or 
<#t>* • > d£>~ 0 » i n t fee remaining cases it^> i s obvious 
if on ^ 2 and neither (/i^ € G and / S ^ * ^ £ H ) 
nor r /3^ a tr and ^ € H ) • 
Indeed, <<t^,. . , ^ > - < ^ f , . v / 4 » > - < • * • ; ^ i / - ' / 4 * >> </$,>'•• 
^^m>'<%r^^>'<fiir-9/lm.ir^>f^d therefore «*„. .,*„>-<%,... 
»',b,J>><tfr->%*>-<-»> fa 
•">$*>'<%>' •>%> ^ 9 w h«r« *** a n d *** a r e t o ** repla-
ced by the appropriate expressions. Now we wi l l t r e a t 
the following cases, 
a) /m- * 1 : 
1) i f /3 f * € then ( * ) i s t r i v i a l . 
2) Let A, c f f - f e l , /3f • #; # H j then evidently « 
fi1 e G and the following cases may occur: « 
I . <**,, - - r . Then «cCi9. >)<*>„,>'&)-<%>' '> tic >
 m 
-<<*,>• A ' A ' ^ f ^ " ; l £ > for /3f * 9- # -e 
or ( < c c 1 ? . . ; ^ > . 4 ) . < ^ r > ; 3 j ) . < ^ r . ; a ^ , f i r . ? ^ > 
for A *^f * ^ 5 t h e n ^ ^ evidently holds. 
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J I . 01^ e G and * U * A • % t H j then evident-
ly ^ v ' /Sf ^ H and i t i s easy to see that (* ) 
holds* 
I I I . ct^ e G and oC^ - A • ^ € H . then nece-
asari ly « * , , • / £ , + < . 
Let -tv, < i 4 < . . < i f e , ^ e ^ r . , / n j for JL e{1,- >,<h}, 
and l e t oĈ  + f i f and only i f &>.£ •* ac^ for some 
Z € {4,. .p <h} . The following cases may occur: 
•*>**/ A * H . Thenr<^,.. ,oc^>./3 f)'<y1 ,- . ,«>-
•057'<ayi-v2£>)*<c^,..,o^>-<A-a?>as 
where ^ * cX^ . ^ ^ . ^ foc^ • •••'tr'%-*-**.-/ f***/ 
• vi-.-.*--^ (Toĉ  • A • 95 ) ) . . . ) • 
/* > * H ' A € H ' T h e n A '<^>' '>&>~<A'3 i> 'v '& > 
and r<<^,. .,'oc#n>-/af)*fl;-» {^v^V^* c^ '* -v*-Hi / 
<*U# A >• • J J • % - <% ; * v % z\'- r—<-** f v A ^ , , J # 
Now i t i s easy to see that ( * ) holds in th i s case. 
3) The case A € G - {-c ] , A • #j e H i s a special ca-
se of b) and d ) . 
b) A n , € G - { < ! ? , /S^-% * H OIKl ngittar (cc^ e G 
holds: 
L»t tj- < i i < . . < -t^', *fc c *f 4 , - . , ^ ? for le{47. .,&] 
and l e t cĈ  4* t <*---» cx^ * ^c. for some X . Let 
£ . < * ! < • . . < ^ | , ?t « - T V - ; ^ ? for t € -f 4 , • • , * ? 
and l e t /$-£ 4- T «=-*> /3^ * fij.t for some t • 
Then < ^ , . . , / 3 U > ' < * i ' - / « > * < ( U , f l l , . . , TSr > w h e r e 
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1) Let <*W * ^ * T^en <*,,,,. .,<&«, > *<(U>,2$,-<, fa >**<*>, 
f<*% # ^ ^ - ^ ( ^ ) • • • J • 
But < ^ i - '? <£,*,>• <W' -> /.W > i s either 6*..,,, . , <**„, , 
flu* "> flm) or <*.,,• • , < ^ ? A ? - ' ; / V > (and then /ft, -
-» € )i on substituting the expression for (U. into that 
for V one sees eas i ly that (<*) holds. 
2) Let <*>*,*<*. Then ^ofc,,. - , a^, > - <<">iT%v-itO m <*>&>" 
.'? Ti, > i where ^ - ^ • ^ ~ * - ^ f*^ . . . . V ^ - ^ f 
{oC^ » ^ ^ - 4 - ^ f<ft^ * ^ ) J •• • 1 * 
But ( * i r ' 7 ° ^ > ' < A r M / 3 ^ > i s either < * f , . . , o ^ - f ; 
(tsn'fii'fii'* ",fin)°r <<*"iv ">0L<n.riifii>->fi<m.y (and then ( ^ * 
•A* *^» o n substituting the expression for ^ in the 
expression for y> one sees eas i ly that ( * ) holds. 
c) flnn, = ^ ? % e H Qftfl n e t h e r ^ € G- sad 
^ • /5 t e H ) SffiE f oc * t aaoi fii e H ) holds. 
This case is analogous to b), with another expression 
for ^u. . There is (U, « fi^ • ̂  ;ri - * - «£, £ /3^ •,.. * 
' r ? * - ' 1 -£>-<. C/3^ # r ^ -** 'tf; ) - . . J -
a) k*l C(/t«> ^ G ~ fe J ladL 1 ' T ^ H ) ffi (fi^ » t 
dBd Ti 6 H ) ] aj£ Cfx^ e & M ^ ^ ^ H) 
og ( cc^ « T: a ^ fl1 e H ) 1 -
We shall prove ( * ) by induction. First prove (*•) for 
n, .= £ , t>v * £ , * £ 2 . L e t <*>, fi; T £ <* be 
such that for a l l the cases l ) - S) which follow the r e -
quirement d) i s sat isf ied* Then 
1) <* • Cfl • r ) m (cc * & } ' r > 
2) «ac,'Z>-/i)'rez (*>-v/2)-T*cC'v(fi*r><s<*,'*>-(fi'r); 
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3) CoC. <fi-t»-r* <*'<*' *>'r* *•'$'* r~ ofC</i,-e>'T>S 
4) (*.-&).<r,v>m <*•# -r>^>" <*--c/i.<r.-v»s 
5 ) ( < * , r > - < / 3 , r > ) ' r - < * ' i r / 3 ; / J r > • T-<*•-v/3-Tr -
«oC •T(/i/Tr
)m <*>'*>' c<fi>*>. r); 
6) «*,v>-/i).<r>*i>'C<X''V/i)-<r>?> = 
• <*, .v Cfs- r),t. > - <<x-,ti V c/3 -<r, v >) ; 
7)(<K.<fi,tf»-<r>^>*<cc'/3vr,^>-'X-c</i,v>'<r,^»; 
e)«oc,t>.</i,t:>)'<r>v> -<<x>-T.fi-Yr,v>-
- <«,'Vc/i 'Vr>,*>'*<'*'>'* >'C</3,^>- <r,t»• 
Now let <x - <oc,, - . ,««.> j/3-</3->'•>#.»>, T* <3i»"» 1ti> • 
We have proved that (x ) holds for /n.6.1,/m.4kZ,z.^Z 
in a l l the possible cases. 
I* Let A i l be an integer, and let (** ) hold for al l 
cases a) - d) whenever m, A 1 ,/m, £ 1, X &M,. We shall pro-
ve that (* ) holds for a l l cases a) - d) for <n.> *. 2 , /rn, & 2, 
%. £ Jt, + 1 . It i s sufficient to prove this for d) and z= 
« Jk. + i only. 
It i s easy to see that either <r, » Tx >• •> r*. + i >-*<&. 
K >' <r»f*tL*i > <-•<*-• r3 e 5" > or <3^ %,-•,&„ W - ? , 
«>'<*».15»v> !.*.•.»> (for •£ « r ) . 
Only the second oaae will be written out explicitly. Then 
ac.c/i. <tf,'-,r*.+i>)- <*• Cfi' c<r-, rz>- <<,r*>--> 
•?*•<>>- • * • c</-•<»»% >>•<-->r,,-> Tz >i • 
But having d) «f3 • <1*f, 9J > ia at moat m couple, and there-
fore <x,.tC(ir<ri, ft »• <-t,r%v> V*.+i >J - C-t-f/3 •<>}, 
t ,» ] •<<.35 , -*« .«>• f ^ ' / J ) - < r < ^ > J ' <<» '#;,••, 
Xa > • But having d) <* • /3 is at most a 
couple and therefore LCoC/i). < # , r% > J • <""-l> Tj',••> £ >* ' 
* (oC./®;. <Xi>--> r* > • - 66 -
II* Let H * I be an Integer, and l e t ( * ) hold for a l l 
cases a) - d) whenever >n *. 2 , nri & A . Now we shall pro-
ve that ( * ) holds for a l l cases a) - d ) whenever m, * 2, 
mv % ft + 4 . I t i s suff icient to prove th i s for *n, m 
*Jk, + 4 and d) only. I t r i s easy to see that either </iiy 
"/%b-M>- <flnfit>-<fi%>-->fl»,+±> o r <'Air-'/**.+*) m<>AiA>0 
• <-tj fa,.., /i+,+1 > ' 0°^ t n e 8 a c o n d c a e * wiU *>• written 
out exp l i c i t l y . Then (<*. • <fa,. . , /3*-M > )• y ~ C * •(<fli>flt>' 
• < * , fa , . . , /Jjfc^ > )J ' Y • CCoc • < / l f , /?* »-<<,flt>• v /»*.>., >3' 
. < f - (oL'<fl1tfiL»-«-t,A$,~9flm,+i>'r)- *-• C</%>flz>' 
'«*, fa,-, flAn>*r )!-*•£ <fli> fa> fl*>- -> A**.** > • 
. 7 J • 
I I I . Let A £ 2 be an integer, and l e t (*-) hold for a l l 
cases a) - d) whenever /rt £ A . We shall prove that (*•) 
holds for a l l cases a) - d) for <n 4* <h + 4 • It i s s u f f i -
cient to prove th i s for d) and m, « .-fe + 1 only. I t la ea-
sy to see that < * 1 ? - - ; <**+,, > ia either <̂ C-/>* *> <*>A > * 
m ^A+i or <coii-•> XA> ' <'Z, tx-A + i > • Only the aecond 
case wi l l be written out exp l i c i t ly . Then (<*>i i • •> <**•* >m 
. / s ) . r - c «<f;- •> *JA > • <*> **+* > J - fl J • r - c<* f , . •> «5t >• 
• <:< *,<**+*>'/* > J - r - <*f >••»**>' c ^ ^ ^ i n >•/-*)• 
. r j » < * , , . . , <**+„ >• r/i • r > • 
The proof of the associativity of the oomprbsition is finished. 
Row it is easy to see that G is a subsemigroup at P . Set 
(U* * <«e, T > . Then evidently (U. • &**^,6 for every d"€ 
6 H . If <$ is a homomorphlsm of S into some semigroup 
<?' with the properties from the suhlemma, put (<ccn). . ,c^>) 
V * Z1 • ... • 5 ^ foa* <*,,.., o^ > e P , where 5c^ » 
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"• (<&4 ) $ *m ^i f &> ^4 m (* * °* <*'4 m t ' 
Then Y i s a homomorphism of P into G' , and i s an 
extension of § such that ((U,)¥ *• (u/ . The unic i ty 
i s evident. I f < « , , - • • , * H > e P , set 3 ^ - <*̂  for 
<*,* € Gr, oi^ m («, for aC4 « T <, Then evidently 
(# , ; • •* 0^ >* ^•••••<^ t v , and th i s decomposition has the 
' propertied from statement 3) of the sublemma. This conclu-
des the proof of the sublemm*. 
Now the proof of the lemma for the case C) w i l l be g i -
ven: 
Set G m Ht(cv,au), H^i^e G; 6 ** ac*/l ,oc $. G}, -t^m -£-
Then evidently H c G , € $ H, p*6»p'eH tat every 
r e H p, p' € Gr . It *e H,6,mac./i9_oc 4 G , 
put v6 m ^ac • ft * The assumptions of the sublemma 
are sat i s f i ed; l e t P be a semigroup with the properties 
from the sublemma. The form <xt * . . . * ac^ described in 3) 
of the sublemma wi l l be called the standard decomposition 
of oc • 
Now we describe the category <A : A ^ ~ Z^; H4v(c,cL) = 
* Hg (cf d ) for a l l c , d e A % d f a, ; put 
Hh(&,Q-) « P . I f c 6 A*", c + a, , then H^ (c,o,) 
i s the set of a l l m, -tuple© < V, cc% ,. . ; ac^ > where 
p € H^ (c, a,), 6*€ P ant e - cc£ * , . • t%^ i s the stan-
dard decomposition of & <T and i f x> « ^ ^ , then put 
<*9**y'> **»>*<?, fa,- v / 3 ^ > f « every / 3 £ • • - * / U
€ 
« P } . Mow we define the composition in A . If v ; 
i€ € l** 1 then the oomposition of v and ae i s the same 
i n A as in ^ . If #, «5" e H^ ("&, a, ^ , then the composi-
t i on in A ie the same as in P • We define the composi-
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t ion for the remaining cases. Let c e A ^ - {a,} : 
1) i f a, + *£ , V € Hj^(<t, c) , then v ' . <f>>, <****• 
• • > <*** > - < V • v , «e£ , . . , CJĈ  > 5 
2) i f v ' c H ^ f a , , c ) , then >>'• < v , <*2 , . . ; <*^ > * ^
x . ^ . ) -
Ä ^ • 
3) i f < ^ / ^ , - • > ^ >^ H A ^ c , ^ ) , f £ H^ r a , a ) and 
A # • • # Aw- * a t h e standard decomposition of € • cc • 
# • • ***** P ' t h e B <V1 °°li' '?CC<n,>' P s <**'/lf,/&1y ' /Am)* 
4) i f jo e H^ fa-, c ) , then (vu • p ** ^p ; 
5) i f p e Hjh (&, e) , and aĉ  • . . . • <x/rkt i s the standard * 
decomposit ion of & € H^ (a7 a*) , then 6 • p -= ^ • 
. { . . . [*«,;< • Ccc^ • f>)l... } > 
6) if <V, oclr. ., oc„> e H^(c,a,),p€ l\(a,d), cL * a, 
put <*>, <*2,. •; oc^ >• p - » • T C c ^ . . , . . <*^)-/t>J * 
If < V, <*^?. . , <*̂  > e Hj^(c,cc), c + a f then as € • oc1 -
•...•oc is the standard decomposition of a'-*a: •. . * oc -there 
i s < %>, ccz , • •, ot^ > « y> • & . Now we prove that the 
composition in Jv i s associat ive . Let oc, /i , y e A"**) 
we are to prove * 
( * ) foe «/3> • y • ac . V/3 • a O 
whenever a l l the compositions are defined. 
a) ( * ) i s eas i ly verified i f oc , (I e X™ . 
b) Let oc € Hz(cfCL), c ±0,, ft, fe H^ (a,, a. ) . Let 
fil# • •• " An, * a n d ft * ••• " /?• fee *be •tandatrd' decom-
position of ft and/Jji • . . . '/J^ • y respectively. Then 
(oc*/i)-r- <«>-faifii9~-9 flm, >>r~ <<*< -/ii'PifPv 
••>P*> = <*• C<7Vft ) • &•••• #f t i » <** f/3- r > 
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i s the standard decomposition of /I • y ) . 
c) Let ace H^<c,a)?/3s H^Ccifci)tfe H£Ca,$cL)9 c + a, * d . 
It fti • . . . • /3^ i s the standard decomposition of /3 7 then 
<s t . /J ) .gr - < ^ - A ^ 2 ^ ' ^ ^ > # ^ r - < ? c ' A # { / 3 A * - : - ' - ' 
• (ftm,m r^'-it m *** cfi "f) • 
d) Let at e H^ fa,, a ) , let o^ • ot% •... • <?ĉ  be i t s standard 
decomposition, let /3€ H^/a., e)? c # a, y « Hj Cc7cL)7 
cL e l0*. Then (* ) i s evident if either /n. * 4 or <*,» (U. 
We shall prove i t for al l cases* Then «.• (ft • 7-) « oc*, • 
•{••••^.vc*v^*r^-J^ 
Using induction according to /n* , ( * ) i s proved for /n. *» 
•r 1 and the inductive step i s trivial; indeed, at* f /4 -y )« x 
» ^ • {... • rt^M • tCcc^ft) • y J. . . } and the supposition of 
the induction apply to CeC^ • /3 > • 
e) Let cc9 ft e H^ C&7 a) , and let ^ • .... *<&„-> and 
/$? *••• ' ftmu be the standard decompositions of ex, and 
/3 , respectively. Let fy * . . . * ^ be the standard de-
composition of At • fl . Let / e H g Co-, e ) , c * a, • 
It i s easy to see that < p1> • • • ; p> > is either < -*--*>- • • 
• • V * H / A * ' ' # ; Am> > °* <**»•••**!*..-* > ^ ' / 3 f ; A , » - / j-W > 
or <<*.,,• '$A*.it/ljif"9 /i+» > (and then <*̂ < /$, •» < ) 
or <*„. ' ?^^?^;A,-,A > v>(and then ̂  ~ € ) or 
< ^ - *,••.. # ^ * £ f ,/**;•••> /SW > • 
In all cases except the last, (*) is proved easily* Indeed, 
setting cf»/VlC/V...* (fi*» * T ^ - 3 it suffice© to 
prove (X^, • /% )• «r« <*^* Cft^ct) . since/^€ HJt(a7a)~ G, 
the case oc^ € (r is trivial* If at^ » ru. and /3f € & - H, 
then -e • ̂  * /$< is the standard decomposition of otm 
"m. 
/l1 and the equality follow. immediat.l.y from the defi-
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nition of the composition in A • Let at,^ * ^u, ., /S., -* 
« ^ . it 7 uhere *J e fy fof d)} d * a > Then <*VA * ^% *# f 
(<^fa)*<f-^%-(&-<?)»^'^'*nm **,'Wi'*~) • 
The laat ease ( i . e . <pif- .fp* >* <<*,•»*'<*>„,• fin,/ltr->>/lm,*> ) 
will now be proved by induction according to m, . If /n * 1 ? 
then (* ) holds; consider the inductive step* Let m, > 1 ; 
and set o r « /i± • {fi$- £--- • f/J**, * r)>. J I J evidently 
cfeH^^t) . low t%^ - /Jt £ H follows from the definition 
of the composition in H^ 6^ , a, ) • Then there exist 
%e Ht (a,7 d), d *af <fr€ Ht(df a) such that * ^ • /$< * 
« ^ • 1* . Then, ueing d) , *y • • •. • d^ • /?, « ccf •.. . • at:^ _, • 
•^1* t^-Otf^...*^^)*5-7'^ **** therefore 
foc./j). y • foe,•..••*,,,./J, ) -<r.{a^- . . .*^. f )^J'*i^ 
•^•. . .•^.^•%3'rtf.^) 
using the associativity of the composition in 4 , and then 
from d) , 
- fcc i * . . . *^^ ) .C5. f i» .^ )3»^- . . * -^ . f XtythcTl m 
- ^ • - . . • ^ . V - C K . ^ i 
now the supposition on induction may be used. 
In a) - e), (* ) is thus proved whenever ac f /%, ^e £"* u 
u H ^ (a,, a, ) . For other cases (*c ) is easily proved 
using the fact that %> a A " * ~ I"* implies V - %>'* # 
for some V € l"* , & e H ^ (a, a- ) . 
Not it is easy to see that the category Jv has the required 
properties* .Property 1) follows immediately from the, construc-
tion. Let § t £ -+ K be a functor into a category K with 
the properties from the lemma. Then, using the sublemma, there 
exists a unique extenaion of the homomorpbiam §/^ ^ ^ 7 
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• naaeiy the hoaoiiorphisa W t H^a, a*) -+ rl ((<&)$ , Co,) § ) f 
euch that ((U,)W » <o/ * Now define ¥: Jv ~* K ao that 
6 * ) f « 6 ^ ) $ f c r a l l v e £""-, «r)¥*(&)W for r e 
e H^ro,, a ) , rp)!T-r^)J-r**a-...-^)iP forj0«<>>, 
i t ia suff ic ient to consider the following two cases only: 
*C ) <&e H^(cfa)fe*a, , /$ e H^ (&f a>) : l e t oc ** <%>, 
^f••*}%} ax.̂ 1 l e t f^ • , . . • p^ be the standard decomposition 
of 0.%*... * ^ * / S . Then 
(ac)V'((l)W-(v)$'C<%'--'**j¥'^ 
"(V'p4)§>(pt)W'<..<p4)W~(<V*Pi,P±,'',p+>)r • 
A ' ^ € \(afaK $€^(0,^) ; c -f o, . I t i s easy to 
see that then r<*)Uf* r/3)r ~(<x-/i)i£ i f either *c € 
& Hi (ct7a,) m cc * (u, ; and by induction according 
t o fv thi8 i8 eas i l y verified for ocm ac^-.'oi^e H^ (a,7 CL) 
where <«̂  • . - . * ac^ i s the standard decomposition of oo * 
It H i s an in f in i te regular cardinal such that cxvut t™ * 
£ H , then evidently cwud Jv"1 & H . Moreover, i f H 
i s uncountable and COJOOL H% (a f d ) < H for a l l c7cL e 
€ Zr f then aajcd H^Cc 9cL) < H for a l l c 7 aL e A*
7"; 
t h i s follows from the def init ion of A . 
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